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Abstract
No man is an island, as individuals interact and influence one another daily in our society.
When social influence takes place in experiments on a population of interconnected individuals,
the treatment on a unit may affect the outcomes of other units, a phenomenon known
as interference. This thesis develops a causal framework and inference methodology for
experiments where interference takes place on a network of influence (i.e. network interference).
In this framework, the network potential outcomes serve as the key quantity and flexible
building blocks for causal estimands that represent a variety of primary, peer, and total
treatment effects. These causal estimands are estimated via principled Bayesian imputation
of missing outcomes. The theory on the unconfoundedness assumptions leading to simplified
imputation highlights the importance of including relevant network covariates in the potential
outcome model. Additionally, experimental designs that result in balanced covariates and sizes
across treatment exposure groups further improve the causal estimate, especially by mitigating
potential outcome model mis-specification. The true potential outcome model is not typically
known in real-world experiments, so the best practice is to account for interference and
confounding network covariates through both balanced designs and model-based imputation.
A full factorial simulated experiment is formulated to demonstrate this principle by comparing
performance across different randomization schemes during the design phase and estimators
during the analysis phase, under varying network topology and true potential outcome models.
Overall, this thesis asserts that interference is not just a nuisance for analysis but rather an
opportunity for quantifying and leveraging peer effects in real-world experiments.
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Introduction
Principled causal experiments have been the gold standard for testing the efficacy of treatment
in many real-world applications, such as medicine, public and health policy, epidemiology,
education, etc. Typically, causal analysis assumes that the outcome of a unit is only affected
by its own treatment, and not by the treatments on other units. However, this assumption
does not hold in the presence of social influence between units. This phenomenon, known as
interference, happens when the outcome of a unit i is affected not only by its own treatment
but also by the treatments on other units. Commonly, interference is assumed away or dealt
with as a nuisance. However, with the rise of social networks and media, there is an ever
increasing number of experiments conducted on social networks where some information about
the network is available. This trend presents a unique challenge as well as opportunity to
quantify and leverage interference. In addition to the commercial and civil applications such
as marketing, propaganda spreading on social media by terrorist organizations and nation
states (Singer and Brooking, 2015; Chesla, 2016) presents an emerging threat to national
security. Understanding and measuring such social influence with rigorous experiments and
analysis is a crucial step towards harnessing the social effects through conducting or countering
campaigns on social networks.
This thesis presents a novel causal inference framework that accounts for interference on
a social network, as illustrated in Figure 1. Under this framework, interference is explicitly
represented and its effect quantified, providing causal estimates of peer effects and ways to
leverage social influence in achieving treatment objectives, such as greater overall effect on the
population. Building upon the widely used Rubin causal framework (Imbens and Rubin, 2015;
1
Figure 1: Experiment where interference takes place on a social network. The treatment, an educational
program in this example, affects not only those who receive it but also their peers through word of
mouth.
Neyman, 1923; Rubin, 1974), Chapter 1 proposes the network potential outcome framework
and its rich variety of causal estimands that capture the primary, peer, and overall effects. It
also develops a theory for principled Bayesian imputation of missing outcomes for estimating
the causal estimands, accounting for the relevant network covariates as confounders. In
practice, this can be best accomplished by both experimental designs that result in covariate
balance across treatment exposure groups, and by including the relevant confounders in the
potential outcome model for imputation. To demonstrate this point, Chapter 2 lays out a full
factorial design for a simulation study to highlight the advantage of addressing interference
and network confounders at both the design phase and the analysis phase, especially in the
presence of potential outcome model mis-specifications. Robustness to mis-specification is
important because the true potential outcome model is not typically known in real-world
experiments. Chapter 3 takes a detour from the core of the causal framework and develops a
rich and realistic candidate model for the influence network. Its focus is more computational
and specifically on the estimation of the network covariates that play an important role
in the principled causal estimation procedures laid out in Chapter 1 and 2. Each chapter
either performs or proposes simulated experiments to evaluate and demonstrate the proposed
2
methods. Almost all of the methods are Bayesian and the evaluation is on their frequentist
properties in repeated experiments, such as truth coverage, average posterior interval width,
and expected mean square error.
3
Chapter 1
Network Potential Outcome Framework
with Bayesian Imputation
1.1 Overview
In causal experiments, interference takes place when the treatment on a unit affects not only its
own outcome (i.e. primary treatment effect) but also the outcomes of other units due to their
interactions and relationships (i.e. peer treatment effect). A common example is when the units
are individuals in a social network. Existing causal inference procedures typically assume away
interference. This chapter introduces a framework that accounts for interference between units
in a network of influence, known as network interference. First, network potential outcomes
are defined as the flexible building blocks for causal estimands that represent a variety of
primary, peer, and total treatment effects. Under network interference, most of the potential
outcomes will be unobserved and a complete randomization over all possible peer treatment
assignment vectors is infeasible, making the estimation of the causal estimands challenging.
A natural solution is to perform Bayesian imputation of missing potential outcomes. This
chapter develops a theoretical framework, based on the critical assumptions of unconfounded
treatment assignment mechanism and unconfounded influence network, to greatly simplify
the imputation by allowing it to ignore the neighborhood treatment assignment mechanism.
From these theoretical properties, a rigorous analytical procedure is proposed for Bayesian
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imputation under network interference. Finally, simulated experiments demonstrate how this
framework leads to causal estimates with good frequentist coverage properties. Overall, the
framework demonstrates that interference is not just a nuisance but rather an opportunity for
quantifying and leveraging peer effects in many real-world experiments, including observational
studies.
1.2 Introduction
Interference, in the context of causal inference, refers to the situation when the outcome of a
unit i is affected not only by its own treatment, but also by the treatments of other units. This
may take place due to interactions and relationships between the units. Common examples
are experiments conducted on a social network where the treatment or intervention affects the
outcomes of not only the individuals who receive it, but also the individuals who are nearby
in the social network through peer influence, spread of knowledge, or social benefits, etc. This
phenomenon is also known as spillover effects, peer influence effects, and social contagions.
This section briefly surveys the existing work in application as well as in methodology in this
area of research. Although there is a rising number of applications, methodological work is
still emerging and remains an open area of research. This section concludes by summarizing
the contributions in this chapter and how they address the open methodological challenges.
1.2.1 Background
Causal inference under interference has been drawing an increasing amount of interest,
especially over the last ten years, due to an ever increasing number of applications and
real-world experiments. Correspondingly, methodological work has been emerging to address
the technical challenges of interference, of which many remain open.
1.2.1.1 Rising Applications
Traditionally, interference has been viewed as a nuisance in causal experiments. However, its
presence can not be ignored in an increasing number of real-world experiments. Moreover, in
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many such cases, interference effects are the main quantity of interest, especially in experiments
conducted on social networks. The application areas are numerous, for example, in public
health, education , and policy (Basse and Feller, 2016; Kim et al., 2015; Mednick et al., 2010;
Sobel, 2006), in social media and marketing (Gui et al., 2015; Bond et al., 2012; Bakshy et al.,
2012; Parker, 2011), in network security (Coronges et al., 2012; Shah and Zaman, 2011), in
economics (Banerjee et al., 2013; Acemoglu et al., 2010; Manski, 1993), and even in social
propaganda threatening national security (Singer and Brooking, 2015; Chesla, 2016). To
highlight a few, in Kim et al. (2015), health intervention and education is distributed in small
Honduras villages through a few seed participants. Social network information is collected
beforehand through relationship nomination surveys. The experiment aims to determine
the presence of peer effects and the optimal seeding strategy to maximize the overall effect.
In Bond et al. (2012), a massive experiment on Facebook aims to quantify peer influence
on voting turnout through informational messages that simply encourage voting and social
messages that also inform who in your friendship circles have voted. Estimating social effects
have long been a topic of interest in social science. Manski (1993) highlights the identifiability
issues that arise when various forms of social effects are present together. The presence of
interference in these experiments provide opportunities for answering interesting and practical
questions, but also gives rise to additional challenges during the experimental design and
analysis phase. Furthermore, interference when not properly accounted for, leads to biased
causal estimates as warned and demonstrated in Sobel (2006).
1.2.1.2 Methodological Work
Methodological work for causal inference under interference is still emerging, with some
limited earlier works. Currently, there are still many open challenges and a lack of rigorous
methodology for many real-world experiments, especially when the proper randomization may
not be available or achieved (e.g. in observational studies).
Earlier works propose experimental designs that render the interference effects ignorable,
but restrict the interference to simple block structures (David and Kempton, 1996; J. M. Azais,
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1993). However, most social networks exhibit more complicated structures, demanding
an approach that can be applied to more general interference structure. Moreover, these
designs focus on estimating the primary effect by controlling the interference, although many
applications today are also interested in estimating the interference effects (i.e. peer effects).
Lastly, in many experiments such as observational studies, interference cannot be effectively
controlled, and needs to be addressed in the analysis phase.
More recent works attempt to tackle the presence of interference in more realistic settings,
with some of them focusing specifically on the cases where interference takes place on a social
network (i.e. network interference). Many of them build on the potential outcome framework
(Imbens and Rubin, 2015; Neyman, 1923; Rubin, 1974) and relax the Stable Unit Treatment
Value Assumption (SUTVA) to allow for each unit’s outcome to depend on the treatments
of other units. Extending the idea of Fisher’s exact test to the more complicated setting
under interference, some recent works propose null hypothesis testing for the presence of
primary and peer treatment effects. Other recent works attempt to estimate causal estimands
corresponding to the primary treatment effect as well as specific types of peer effects, via
special randomization strategies. Some of these works are briefly summarized below.
Hypothesis testing of treatment effects is complicated by the presence of interference
because most of the null hypotheses are no longer sharp. As a result, the usual Fisher exact
tests with randomization are not directly applicable, and the randomization tests need to
be tailored. Rosenbaum (2007) takes a non-parametric approach for testing the presence of
primary effect and any effect at all, basing the null hypotheses on a uniformity trial. Using
statistics that count the number of times treated units have higher responses than control
units, this work accepts or rejects the null hypotheses without assuming any structure on
the interference. Bowers et al. (2013) propose a general hypothesis testing framework under
interference, on potential outcome models that hypothesizes the presence of certain primary
effect and peer effects, especially under network interference. Also focusing on the cases
under network interference, Athey et al. (2015) propose exact p-value tests for the presence of
primary effect as well as peer effects of different orders (i.e. how far they spread). For each
7
test, an artificial experiment is defined on the original experimental units such that the null
hypothesis is sharp.
In many experiments, researchers want to quantify the causal effects instead of just
testing for the presence of effects. There has been some methodological work on estimating
various causal estimands under interference. Hudgens and Halloran (2008) propose a two
stage randomization method (i.e. group-level then individual-level) for estimating the average
primary, peer, and total effects under a specific treatment strategy. Estimates of peer and
total effects exist only at the population level. Aronow and Samii (2012) propose a general
estimation method using the inverse probability weighting on the various types of exposure to
primary and peer treatments. The challenge with this method is that often it is difficult to
compute the probability of a certain exposure to treatments for each unit, and the estimates
can be unstable when the probability is very small. Tchetgen and VanderWeele (2012) propose
a model-based approach for estimating the probability of exposures, and Ugander et al.
(2013) develop a cluster randomization approach that leads to a closed-form solution on the
probabilities of certain neighborhood exposures under network interference.
Another methodological challenge is caused by the presence of confounders. Unidentifi-
ability of the peer effects in the presence of social confounders (i.e. covariates shared by a
group of units that impact the outcomes) has been shown earlier by Manski (1993) under
linear outcome models. In the context of causal inference under interference, more recent
work has shown how confounding social covariates may cause unidentifiability and biased
estimates of causal effects (VanderWeele et al., 2014), especially when the social effects take
place on a social network (Ogburn and VanderWeele, 2014; Shalizi and Thomas, 2011). Some
mitigation strategies have been proposed such as network clustering (Shalizi and Thomas,
2011), additional information from longitudinal outcome data (O’Malley et al., 2014), and
sensitivity analysis (VanderWeele et al., 2014).
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1.2.2 Contributions
The framework in this chapter targets causal inference under network interference, where
interference arises from a network of influence between the experimental units. The network
potential outcomes are introduced as the flexible building blocks for a wide range of causal
estimands capturing various types of primary effects and peer effects, including the causal
estimands proposed by existing work. An estimation framework is developed through model-
based Bayesian imputation of missing potential outcomes. Unlike existing estimation methods
for interference, it does not require specific randomizations nor estimating the probability
of exposures to peer treatments. The key theoretical properties for Bayesian imputation
are developed to resolve the issue of possible confounders. These properties, specifically the
assumptions of unconfounded treatment assignment mechanism and unconfounded influence
network, greatly simplify the imputation by allowing it to ignore the neighborhood treatment
mechanism. These insights provide the theoretical framework for a principled approach for
Bayesian imputation under network interference. Our framework is flexible and enables
researchers, even in observational studies, to quantify a rich variety of primary, peer, and
total effects down to the individual level.
The chapter proceeds by introducing in Section 1.3 the network potential outcomes and
the exclusion restriction assumption under network interference. Section 1.4 constructs a
few categories of causal estimands using the network potential outcomes. To estimate these
estimands, the key theoretical properties for Bayesian imputation of missing outcomes are
developed in Section 1.5. Simulated experiments are conducted in Section 1.6 to demonstrate
the proposed causal framework and how estimation procedure motivated by the key theoretical
properties leads to posterior causal estimates with good frequentist coverage properties.
1.3 Potential Outcomes Under Network Interference
Causal inference under network interference is complicated by the fact that the outcomes
of individuals are affected not only by their own treatment, but also by treatments to those
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“around them” (i.e. in their neighborhood). This is intuitive in many of the real-world
applications where the treatment is applied to a population where individuals relate and
interact with one another (e.g. a social network), such that the effects of the treatment may
spill over as a result of peer influence. This thesis approaches this problem by building upon
Rubin’s framework (Imbens and Rubin, 2015; Rubin, 2005; Neyman, 1923; Rubin, 1974), where
the potential outcomes serve as the basic units that compose the various causal estimands
corresponding to the quantities of interest for each experiment. This section begins with a brief
review of the regular potential outcomes and the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption
(SUTVA) in the absence of interference. The potential outcome definition must be extended
under general interference but can be simplified through the introduction of the Stable Unit
Treatments on Neighborhood Value Assumption (SUTNVA). Finally, the network potential
outcomes are introduced for interference that takes place on a network of influence between
units. The network potential outcomes are the basic building blocks for a rich variety of
causal estimands. They are also the key quantities to be estimated and imputed during the
analysis phase.
1.3.1 Potential Outcomes Under SUTVA
Most existing works in causal inference assume an absence of interference and a simple binary
treatment assignment, which is the SUTVA (Rubin, 1980) as stated below:
Assumption 1.1 (Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption, i.e. SUTVA). The potential
outcomes for any units do not vary with the treatment assigned to other units, and, for each
unit, there are no different forms or versions of each treatment level, which lead to different
potential outcomes.
Under SUTVA, the potential outcome Yi of each unit i in an experiment only depends on
whether it receives the treatment (Zi “ 1) or not (Zi “ 0), with the widely used notation
below:
Definition 1.1 (Potential Outcomes Under SUTVA). Under SUTVA, the potential outcomes
of a unit i is denoted as YipZiq, where Zi is a binary indicator for whether the treatment
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is assigned to unit i. The potential outcomes of all N units in an experiment, Y , can be
partitioned into two vectors of N components: Y p0q for all outcomes under control and Y p1q
for all outcomes under treatment. The potential outcomes can also be partitioned according to
whether it is observed. In an experiment, a unit is either under control or under treatment.
Therefore, half of all potential outcomes are observed, denoted as Yobs. The other half of the
potential outcomes are unobserved, denoted as Ymis.
Under SUTVA, a natural causal estimand of interest is the population average treatment
effect:
τave “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
Yip1q ´ Yip0q (1.1)
In an ideal world, both Yip1q and Yip0q are observed for each unit i. However in reality, as
mentioned in Definition 1.1, one can only observe either Yip1q or Yip0q. This makes causal
inference inherently a missing data problem, as half of the potential outcomes in Equation
(1.1) are missing. For example, Table 1.1 lists the potential outcomes for an experiment with
two units where unit one is in control and unit two under treatment.
Unit “Ideal” world Real world
Zi “ 0 Zi “ 1 Zi “ 0 Zi “ 1
1 Y1p0q Y1p1q Y1p0q ?
2 Y2p0q Y2p1q ? Y2p1q
Table 1.1: Observed potential outcomes in an experiment with two units. The question marks denote
missing outcomes.
This missing data problem is classically addressed through completely randomized treatment
assignment which makes the Neyman estimator unbiased (Neyman, 1923):
pτave “ sY tobs ´ sY cobs (1.2)
where sY tobs is the mean of the observed potential outcomes under treatment and sY cobs is the
mean of the observed potential outcomes under control. Because each unit is equally likely
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to receive the treatment, the missing potential outcomes under treatment and control are
directly imputed from the observed ones. The missing data problem can also be addressed
through model-based Bayesian imputation, often in the context of observational studies. This
alternative approach will be discussed later in Section 1.5.1.
1.3.2 Potential Outcomes Under Interference and SUTNVA
Under interference, a unit’s outcome may be affected by the treatments on other units, due to
peer influence. This breaks the commonly assumed SUTVA. In the most general case, the
potential outcomes on a unit may be a function of the treatments on the entire population:
Definition 1.2 (Potential Outcomes Under General Interference). Under general interference,
the potential outcomes of a unit i is denoted as YipZq, a function of the treatment vector Z
on the entire population.
Including the treatments on the entire population in the potential outcomes notation for each
unit i is the most general, but does not take into account any of the structure of the peer
influence. Often in reality, only the treatments on those in social proximity to unit i may
have an influence on it. The units inside this “sphere of influence” are members of the set
Ni, which is the closed neighborhood of unit i. By definition, the closed neighborhood of
i includes i. Adding this constraint may simplify the potential outcomes to a function of
much fewer treatment assignments, and therefore may greatly reduce the number of potential
outcomes for each unit i. Formally, this can be expressed through the following exclusion
restriction assumption:
Assumption 1.2 (Stable Unit Treatments on Neighborhood Value Assumption, i.e. SUT-
NVA). The potential outcomes of a unit i can only be affected by the treatments on units in
its closed neighborhood Ni:
YipZ “ zq “ YipZ “ z1q for all pz, z1q, if zj “ z1j for all j P Ni (1.3)
Note that SUTNVA does not restrict treatment assignments to binary (i.e. treatment and
control). However, this thesis assumes the binary treatment case going forward in order
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to focus on the issue of interference. Our framework can be generalized for multi-valued
treatments as future work, quite possibly by applying existing methods such as Imai and
Van Dyk (2004). Because under SUTNVA the potential outcomes for each unit i do not depend
on the treatments on units outside of its closed neighborhood Ni, the following notation is
used for potential outcomes with much fewer treatment arguments:
Definition 1.3 (Potential Outcomes Under SUTNVA). Under SUTNVA, the potential out-
comes of a unit i is denoted as YipZNiq, a function of the treatment vector ZNi on units inside
Ni, the closed neighborhood of influence for unit i.
Sometimes, it is clearer to denote the treatment on certain units separately. For example,
one may want to denote the treatment on unit i itself. In such cases, the following notational
convention is adopted: YipZNiq ” YipZi,ZN´iq ” YipZi, Zj ,ZN´i´jq, where N´i is the open
neighborhood of i (note: open neighborhood of i excludes i) and N´i ´ j is the open
neighborhood of i excluding unit j, where unit j P Ni .
In general, Ni may be the set of units with a certain relationship or context with i. For
example: all the students in the same class as i. In the context of network interference where
the structure of peer influence between units is captured by a network, Ni can be defined
based on the topology of the network graph, for example: immediate neighbors of i, n-hop
neighbors of i, etc. Formal definition and examples will be provided in Section 1.3.3.
1.3.3 Network Potential Outcomes Under SUTNVA
In many real-world experiments, interference arises from the influence between units due to
their relationships and interactions. Such interference mechanism can be represented as a
network graph where the nodes represent the units in the experiment and the edges represent
the direction and strength of the influence. The causal framework in this thesis aims at
exactly this type of experiments. This section introduces the network potential outcomes that
serve as the basic building blocks going forward. First, the population of units under network
interference is defined as below:
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Definition 1.4 (Finite Population in a Network of Influence). The experiment takes place
on a finite population of N units where the units’ influence on each other is represented as a
N ˆN influence matrix A. Each element of the influence matrix, Aij P R, represents the
strength of influence unit i has on unit j. One may visualize this population network as a
graph, G “ tV, Eu, of which the node set V consists of the units of the experiment (|V| “ N)
and the edge set E represents the none-zero entries of the influence matrix A.
In this definition, the network of influence has weighted and directed edges because, in reality,
influence is often not symmetrical and the strength of influence varies from one relationship
to another. Of course, this definition also captures undirected as well as binary networks
as special cases. The strength of influence can be both positive and negative because peer
influence may take the positive form of persuasion and promotion as well as the negative
form of suppression and prevention. The influence matrix, A, is basically the weighted and
directed adjacency matrix familiar to the network inference community. The network graph
defined here for causal inference under network interference represents the influence between
units, and does not imply causal relationships. In other words, it is not a causal graph.
Recall that under the Stable Unit Treatments on Neighborhood Value Assumption (SUT-
NVA), the potential outcomes are simplified as: YipZNiq, a function of the treatments ZNi on
the closed neighborhood of i. Having defined the population on the network of influence, we
can now define the neighborhood set Ni. Under network interference, the network of influence
is the mechanism and structure on which interference takes place, and therefore, naturally
determines the closed neighborhood set in SUTNVA. An intuitive definition of Ni, the “sphere
of influence” on unit i, is to include all the units within a certain graph distance to i (i.e. the
n-hop neighborhood):
Definition 1.5 (n-Hop Neighborhood for SUTNVA). Given a finite population with the
influence network defined previously by the influence matrix A. The neighborhood Ni of unit i
under SUTNVA is the n-hop neighborhood Nďni “ tN 0i ,N 1i , ...,N ni u, defined recursively as:
N 0i “ tiu, N n`1i “ tj : Dl P N ni s.t. Ajl ‰ 0 and j R Nďni u. Here N ni , the n-hop neighbors, is
the set of nodes with graph distance of exactly n to node i. The n-hop neighborhood of i, Nďni ,
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includes all the nodes with a graph distance of n or smaller to node i (i.e. within n hops to i).
Choosing n “ 0 recovers the conventional SUTVA case where unit i’s potential outcome only
depends on its own treatment. Choosing n “ 1 results in the potential outcomes on unit i as
a function of its own treatment and the treatments on its immediate neighbors, N 1i (those
that influence i). In similar fashion, increasing n to two further adds the treatments on those
units, N 2i , which influence i’s immediate neighbors, N 1i . With each increase of n adds to
i’s potential outcome arguments another layer of treatments on units with distance n to i.
One can visualize the effects of the treatment propagating on the network of influence, for
example when n ě 2, a treatment on unit j may have an effect on unit i because unit j
influences unit l (Ajl ‰ 0) and unit l influences unit i (Ali ‰ 0). The choice on n depends
on how far the treatment effects may propagate in the experiment. The proper choice of n
is application specific. In some of the real-world applications, peer effects are shown to be
significant only through immediate neighbors (Goel et al., 2012), while in others, peer effects
are shown to propagate over multiple hops on the social network (Fowler and Christakis, 2010).
In practice, the choice of n can be viewed as a model selection issue and should be verified
in the analysis phase. Lastly, the n-hop neighborhood is not the only possible definition for
the closed neighborhood under SUTNVA. This thesis adopts it going forward as a reasonable
definition under network interference.
Following the above definitions, a unit i may receive an effect not only from its own
treatment, Zi, but also from a treatment on any unit j in its closed neighborhood of influence,
Ni, through a path of influence from j to i indicated by the influence subnetwork represented
by ANi . The matrix ANi is a submatrix of the population influence matrix A, keeping only
the rows and columns corresponding to the units in the neighborhood Ni. In other words,
ANi represents a subgraph of the population network graph in Definition 1.4 by keeping only
the nodes in Ni and the edges between them. Now we are finally ready to introduce the
network potential outcomes:
Definition 1.6 (Network Potential Outcomes Under SUTNVA). Under network interference
and SUTNVA, the outcomes of a unit i change according to its exposure to the treatments, ZNi ,
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on its closed neighborhood of influence, Ni, through the network of influence, ANi, among
them. The network potential outcomes of i are denoted as YipZNi ,ANiq.
Compared to potential outcomes under SUTNVA in Definition 1.2, network potential outcomes
have the influence network ANi as the additional argument because a unit’s exposure to the
treatments on peers is determined also by the influence network. Under network interference,
the mechanism of interference is through the influence network. Like the treatment vector
Z, the influence network A is typically considered a fixed quantity, representing the social
influence that takes place during the experiment. However, unlike the treatment vector, the
influence network is often not fully known and imputed during the analysis phase from prior
information on the social network as well as the observed outcomes. Depending on how one
models the propagation of exposures to peer treatments, multiple networks may be imputed
representing the influence at each propagation wave. For parsimony, this detail is not included
in the notation because it is not relevant to the developments in this chapter.
Like potential outcomes under SUTNVA, sometimes it is clearer to denote the treatment
on certain units separately. For example, one may want to denote the treatment on unit
i itself. In such cases, the following notational convention is adopted: YipZNi ,ANiq ”
YipZi,ZN´i ,ANiq ” YipZi, Zj ,ZN´i´j ,ANiq, where N´i is the open neighborhood of i (note:
open neighborhood of i excludes i) and N´i ´ j is the open neighborhood of i excluding unit
j, where unit j P Ni.
With the additional arguments indicating the exposure to treatments on peers, there are
numerous network potential outcomes for each unit i and for the entire population. Sometimes,
it is convenient to denote the entire set of network potential outcomes as the following:
Definition 1.7 (Network Potential Outcome Sets). The entire set of network potential
outcomes for unit i is Yi “ tYipZNi “ z,ANi “ aqu for all z P ZNi , for all a P ANi where
ZNi is the set of all possible assignment vectors on the closed neighborhood of i and ANi
is the set of all possible influence networks on the closed neighborhood of i. The set of all
network potential outcomes on the finite population with N units is Y “ tY1,Y2, ...,YNu.
The network potential outcomes, Y, can also be partitioned based on whether it is observed.
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In an experiment, for each unit, only one of the numerous possible neighborhood treatments in
ZNi is realized. The set of observed network potential outcomes, typically of size N , is denoted
as Yobs. Most of the network potential outcomes will be unobserved. The set of unobserved
outcomes, its size depending on the size of each unit’s closed neighborhood, is denoted as Ymis.
The network potential outcome notation has the flexibility to express all kinds of exposures
to treatments on the neighborhood of influence. Below are some example network potential
outcomes corresponding to various treatment patterns of interest:
1. When only unit i is treated, the potential outcome of i is YipZi “ 1,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq
2. When only the most influential immediate neighbor is treated, the potential outcome of
i is YipZj “ 1,ZNi´j “ 0,ANiq where j “ argmax
j
pAjiq
3. When exactly k of i’s neighbors are treated, but i is in control, the set of potential
outcomes of i are tYipZi “ 0,ZN´i “ z,ANiqu : z P ZkN´i the set of all possible
treatment assignment vectors on N´i that sums to exactly k (i.e.
ř
ZN´i
“ k). If the
n-hop neighborhood of influence, Ni “ Nďni , is defined with n ě 2, it may make sense
to differentiate the neighbors at different distance to unit i by having multiple k’s (e.g.ř
ZN1
i
“ k1,řZN2
i
“ k2, ...řZNn
i
“ kn).
4. When assignment strategy ג (pronounced as “gimel”) is applied, the expected poten-
tial outcome is
ř
zPZNi YipZNi “ z,ANiqppz|ג,Y,X,Aq, over all possible assignment
vectors under ג where ZNi is the set of all possible assignment vectors on the closed
neighborhood Ni. Note that an assignment strategy specifies the probability of any
assignment vector given the potential outcomes (Y), unit covariates (X), and the
influence network (A): P pZ|Y,X,Aq.
Section 1.4 will demonstrate how these network potential outcomes can be used as building
blocks for a wide range of causal estimands that quantify different treatment effects of interest
under network interference. In an experiment, most of the network potential outcomes will
be unobserved. Furthermore, a completely randomized assignment of the different exposures
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to neighborhood treatments is typically infeasible, as the structure of the influence network
impacts each unit’s chance to receive a certain exposure (Toulis and Kao, 2013). These make
the estimation of causal estimands challenging under network interference. A natural solution
is to perform model-based Bayesian imputation of missing potential outcomes, which will be
discussed later in Section 1.5.
1.4 Causal Estimands Under Network Interference
Having defined the network potential outcomes, we now have the building blocks to define the
appropriate causal estimands to answer various causal questions under network interference.
This section gives some example causal estimands including those in existing literature, each
focusing on quantifying the effect of a particular kind of exposure to treatment. Many more
relevant causal estimands may be defined using the network potential outcomes, but these
hopefully demonstrate the flexibility of the network potential outcomes in expressing causal
quantities under network interference.
To make the examples in this section more concrete, let us consider a causal experiment
on an educational program where some of the individuals receive education on a particular
subject matter. These individuals receive the “treatment”. Following the previously defined
network potential outcome notations, Zi “ 1 if individual i receives the education and Zi “ 0
otherwise. The outcome of interest (Yi for individual i) is each individual’s knowledge on the
subject at the end of the experiment, in terms of a score on the subject test. The individuals
may pass on information from the education program through a network of influence (A).
1.4.1 Primary Causal Effect Estimands
If the primary treatment causal effect is the quantity of interest (i.e. want to separate it from
the peer influence effects), an appropriate set of conditional causal estimands for each unit i
are:
ξipzq ” YipZi “ 1,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ´ YipZi “ 0,ZN´i “ z,ANiq (1.4)
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where z P ZN´i , is a member of the set of all possible assignment vectors on the open
neighborhood N´i. This set of conditional estimands capture the causal effect of the treatment
on unit i conditioning on a particular treatment assignment vector z on i’s neighbors. Going
back to the example of the educational program experiment, this estimand focuses on the
causal effect of receiving the education itself by fixing the exposure to the education through
peers (i.e. the social effect). In the absence of any exposure to treatments on peers, ξip0q,
the classical (i.e. under SUTVA) unit level causal effect, Yip1q ´ Yip0q, is recovered. If one
wants to estimate the average primary treatment causal effect on unit i under all possible
neighborhood treatments, the causal estimand becomes:
ξavei ” 12|N´i|
ÿ
zPZN´i
ξipzq (1.5)
For a population of size N , the average primary treatment causal effect on the population is
simply:
ξave ” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
ξavei (1.6)
1.4.2 k Treated Neighbors Causal Effect Estimands
If the peer influence effect is of interest, a natural quantity to consider is the causal effect
of having k of the neighbors of unit i treated (assuming unit i has at least k neighbors), an
appropriate set of conditional causal estimands are:
δi,kpzq ”
ˆ|N´i|
k
˙´1 ÿ
zPZkN´i
YipZi “ z,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ´ YipZi “ z,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq (1.7)
where z P t0, 1u are the possible assignments on unit i, and ZkN´i is the set of all treatment
assignment vectors on the open neighborhood, N´i, that sums to exactly k (i.e.
ř
ZN´i
“ k).
This set of conditional estimands capture the average causal effect on unit i for having k of its
neighbors treated, while conditioning on the treatment assignment z on i itself. Going back
to the educational program example, this causal estimand quantifies how much higher an
individual scores if k of his or her neighbors receive the education, by focusing on the effect
of exposure to treatments on peers. For simplicity, the notation here does not distinguish
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neighbors by their distance to node i. Depending on the application, one may want to specify
kn for each n-hop neighborhood when the neighborhood of influence is beyond the immediate
neighbors.
Similar to the previous example, the k treated neighbor causal effect averaged over unit
i’s own treatment can be expressed in the following estimand:
δavei,k ” 12
ÿ
z“t0,1u
δi,kpzq (1.8)
The population here is a bit more nuanced, because not all units have at least k neighbors and
therefore can not possibly receive such peer treatments. Therefore, the population average
effect should only be averaged over the units that have at least k neighbors. The set Vk
contains units that have exactly k neighbors, and Věk contains the units with at least k
neighbors. The average k treated neighbor causal effect on the population is:
δavek ” 1|Věk|
ÿ
iPVěk
δavei,k (1.9)
The idea of capturing causal peer effects based on the number of neighbors being treated
has been proposed by other work. Ugander et al. (2013) define a similar but different condition
called the “absolute k-neighborhood exposure” where unit i meets this neighborhood treatment
condition if i is treated and at least k of i’s neighbors are treated. Adopting Ugander et al.’s
peer treatment condition gives the following estimand for unit i:
δ˜i,k ”
»–|N´i|ÿ
l“k
ˆ|N´i|
l
˙fifl´1 |N´i|ÿ
l“k
ÿ
zPZlN´i
YipZi “ 1,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ´ YipZi “ 1,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq
(1.10)
where |N´i| is the number of i’s neighbors and Z lN´i is the set of all treatment assignment
vectors on N´i that sums to exactly l (i.e.
ř
ZN´i
“ l).
One may want to know the causal effect of having a certain fraction of the neighbors treated
(e.g. 30% of the neighbors treated), instead of the absolute number of neighbors. Ugander
et al. define a version of such treatment condition called the “fractional q-neighborhood
exposure”. A causal estimand for fractional neighborhood treatments can be defined by simply
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mapping the fractional criterion to an absolute number for each unit i. For example, a q%
neighborhood treatments for unit i could map to a k neighbor treatments with k “ r q100 |N´i|qs.
In any case, the individual k treated neighbor causal estimand in equation (1.7) serves as the
basic building block for these types of neighborhood treatment causal estimands.
1.4.3 Fixed Assignment Causal Effect Estimands
In many real-world experiments, researchers are interested in the causal effects with a specific
treatment assignment vector. This helps one answer questions such as: “What are the causal
effects of the treatment assignment vector implemented in this experiment?” and “Which
units should be treated in order to maximize certain effects on the population?”. Going back
to the educational program example, the estimands below quantify various primary and peer
causal effects when a particular group of individuals receive the education. Denoting the fixed
treatment assignment vector as z and the set of treated units as T , an appropriate primary
effect conditional causal estimand is:
ξfixpzq ” 1ř
i zi
ÿ
iPT
ξipzN´iq (1.11)
ξipzN´iq here is the primary effect causal estimand defined earlier in Equation 1.4 , conditional
on the fixed treatment assignment vector for the open neighborhood of i. This estimand
quantifies the average primary treatment effect in the presence of peer effects. However, if
one is only interested in the primary effect in the absence of peer effects (e.g. the primary
effect may take place before any peer effects), the appropriate conditional causal estimand is:
ξfixδ0 pzq ”
1ř
i zi
ÿ
iPT
ξip0q (1.12)
Because the peer effects arise out of exposure to the primary treatments, the peer effect causal
estimand is naturally in the presence of primary effects:
δfixpzq ” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
YipZi “ zi,ZN´i “ zN´i ,ANiq ´ YipZi “ zi,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq (1.13)
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This estimand quantifies the average amount of peer effects on the population as a result of
the fixed treatment assignment vector.
Naturally, experimenters are often interested in the total effect of the treatment, which
can be captured by the following causal estimand on the population average total effect:
ζfixpzq ” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
YipZi “ zi,ZN´i “ zN´i ,ANiq ´ YipZi “ 0,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq (1.14)
Sometimes in a given experiment, researchers are interested in how far the treatment effects
propagate on the social network, before diminishing to a negligible quantity. This question
can be answered through the following average total effect causal estimands on the n-hop
neighbors of the treated units:
ζfixn pzq ” 1|N nT |
ÿ
iPNnT
YipZi “ zi,ZN´i “ zN´i ,ANiq ´ YipZi “ 0,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq (1.15)
where N nT denotes the set of units exactly n hops away from the closest treated units. Typically,
this quantity diminishes with increasing n, as the social impact of the treatment gets discounted
with each hop away from the treated units.
1.4.4 Assignment Strategy Causal Effect Estimands
If the causal effects under certain treatment assignment strategies is of interest (e.g. randomly
treat 30% of the population), one can express the causal estimands in terms of expected
potential outcomes. Going back to the educational program example, the estimands below
can be used to evaluate different strategies in selecting individuals for enrollment, such as
random selection, need-based selection, and targeting the most influential individuals, etc.
Note that an assignment strategy specifies the probability of any assignment vector given the
potential outcomes (Y), unit covariates (X), and the influence network (A): P pZ|Y,X,Aq.
An individual’s primary treatment effect under assignment strategy ג (pronounced as
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“gimel”) can be expressed with the following conditional estimand:
ξexpi pגq ”
ÿ
zPZN´i
“
YipZi “ 1,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ppZi “ 1,ZN´i “ z|ג,Y,X,Aq
´YipZi “ 0,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ppZi “ 0,ZN´i “ z|ג,Y,X,Aq
‰
(1.16)
where ZN´i is the set of all possible assignment vectors on the open neighborhood of i. Hudgens
and Halloran refer to this estimand as the “individual average direct causal effect” under
assignment strategy ג (Hudgens and Halloran, 2008). Similarly to the previous estimands,
one can simply take an average of this estimand over the population for a population average
primary causal effect estimand.
For comparing the causal peer effect of assignment strategy k (pronounced as “daleth”)
against strategy ג, one may consider the following estimand for unit i:
δexpi pk, גq ”
1
2
ÿ
z“t0,1u
ÿ
zPZN´i
“
YipZi “ z,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ppZi “ z,ZN´i “ z|k,Y,X,Aq
´YipZi “ z,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ppZi “ z,ZN´i “ z|ג,Y,X,Aq
‰
(1.17)
Hudgens and Halloran refer to this estimand as the “individual average indirect causal effect”
of assignment strategy k compared to assignment strategy ג. Causal estimands for total
effects can be constructed in similar fashion.
1.4.5 Influence Network Manipulation Causal Estimands
All the causal estimands listed above capture the effect of the treatment by comparing the
potential outcomes of one treatment assignment vector versus another on a fixed influence
network. However, if the influence network can be manipulated, one can capture the causal
effect of such manipulation using the network potential outcomes as building blocks. This
may seem counterintuitive at first because the influence network itself is not a “treatment”.
However, under network interference, the influence network leads to exposure to treatments
on peers, so manipulating the influence network alters the “social treatment”. So in a way,
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the influence network and the treatment assignment vector together can be viewed as an
assignment of “social treatment”. Consider the causal estimand below on the average total
effect of manipulating the influence network from A to A1, given a particular treatment
assignment vector z,:
ζApzq ” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
YipZi “ zi,ZN´i “ zN´i ,A1Niq ´ YipZi “ zi,ZN´i “ zN´i ,ANiq (1.18)
Going back to the educational program example, this estimand may quantify the benefit of
strengthening the influence network by setting up study groups prior to the experiment. In
other examples where the outcome is not desirable, such as in the cases of infectious disease
and propaganda spreading over social networks, one may be interested in quantifying the effect
of weakening the influence network through quarantine. This type of estimands highlight the
flexibility and expressiveness of the network potential outcomes as the basic building block
for causal inference under network interference.
1.5 Bayesian Imputation and Unconfounded Assumptions
Under network interference, most of the potential outcomes in the causal estimands will be
unobserved. Furthermore, a completely randomized assignment over all possible exposures
to neighborhood treatments is typically infeasible, as the structure of the influence network
impacts each unit’s chance to receive a certain exposure (Toulis and Kao, 2013). These
make the estimation of causal estimands challenging under network interference. A natural
solution is to perform Bayesian imputation of missing potential outcomes. Also known as
the Bayesian predictive inference for causal effects, this method has been well established for
causal inference in the absence of interference (i.e. SUTVA holds) (Rubin, 1991, 1978, 1975).
As the potential outcomes serve as the building blocks for each causal estimand, computing
the posterior distribution of the unobserved potential outcomes also gives the posterior
distribution of any causal estimands. In the regular case under SUTVA, the posterior
distribution of interest is P pYmis|X,Z,Yobsq. Inference of the unobserved potential outcomes
from the observed potential outcomes, the unit covariates X, and the treatment assignment
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vector Z, is typically done with a potential outcome model. Modeling and inference of this
posterior distribution is greatly simplified when the treatment assignment mechanism can
be ignored (i.e. Z can be dropped from the posterior distribution). Rubin shows how the
unconfounded treatment assignment assumption leads to this simplification (Rubin, 1991,
1978, 1975).
In the case under network interference, the posterior distribution is on the expanded sets
of network potential outcomes and includes the influence network: P pYmis|X,Z,A,Yobsq.
Similar to the regular case under SUTVA, this posterior distribution can also be greatly
simplified when the neighborhood treatment mechanism can be ignored (i.e. both Z and A
can be dropped from the posterior distribution). This section shows how the assumptions
of unconfounded treatment assignment and unconfounded influence network lead to this
simplification.
Beginning with Section 1.5.1 is a review of Rubin’s work under SUTVA on the regular
unconfounded treatment assignment assumption and how it enables simplified Bayesian
imputation of missing potential outcomes by ignoring the treatment assignment mechanism.
Moving onto the network interference case in Section 1.5.2, the unconfounded treatment
assignment assumption and the unconfounded influence network assumption are presented.
Together they enable simplified Bayesian imputation of missing network potential outcomes
by ignoring the neighborhood treatment mechanism. For each unconfounded assumption, a
toy example is constructed in Section 1.5.1.1 and 1.5.2.2 to show how violating the assumption
leads to biased causal estimates unless the treatment mechanism is explicitly modeled. This
section also shows how the unconfounded assumptions can be met in real-world experiments
under network interference, and presents a theorem that guides the design of network potential
outcome models with respect to the unconfounded influence network assumption. From
these theoretical properties, a rigorous analytical procedure is proposed in Section 1.5.2.1 for
Bayesian imputation under network interference. Overall, this section aims to motivate that
under network interference, Bayesian imputation of missing network potential outcomes needs
to respect the key unconfounded assumptions in order to avoid incorrect causal estimates or
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having to model the complicated neighborhood treatment mechanism.
1.5.1 Unconfounded Assumption and Simplified Imputation Under SUTVA
Beginning with the regular case under SUTVA in the absence of interference, below is a
brief review on Rubin’s work (Imbens and Rubin, 2015; Rubin, 1991, 1978, 1975) on the
unconfounded treatment assignment assumption leading to simplified Bayesian imputation of
missing outcomes where the treatment assignment mechanism can be ignored:
Assumption 1.3 (Unconfounded Treatment Assignment Assumption Under SUTVA). Con-
ditional on the relevant unit covariates X, the treatment assignment vector Z does not depend
on the potential outcomes:
P pZ|X,Y q “ P pZ|X,Y 1q for all Z,X,Y , and Y 1 (1.19)
This assumption obviously holds in the completely randomized experiment. However, in
randomized experiments with non-uniform assignment probability (i.e. some units are more
likely to be treated than the others) and in observational studies where randomizing the
treatment assignment is not an option, it is very important to condition on all confounding
covariates X that are correlated to both the assignment vector Z and the potential outcomes
Y . This can be done by including the confounding covariates X in the potential outcome
model. Recalling Definition 1.1, the potential outcomes under SUTVA can be partitioned
in halves according to treatment assignment vector, Y “ pY p0q,Y p1qq, or according to
whether it is observed in an experiment, Y “ pYobs,Ymisq. Rubin shows the critical role of
Assumption 1.3 in Bayesian imputation of causal effects through the resulting simplification:
Theorem 1.1 (Simplified Imputation Under SUTVA). If the unconfounded treatment assign-
ment assumption is met, the treatment assignment mechanism does not enter the posterior
distribution of the missing potential outcomes:
P pYmis|X,Z,Yobsq “ P pYmis|X,Yobsq (1.20)
Theorem 1.1 is simply proved through a factorization, an application of Assumption 1.3, and
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a cancellation:
P pYmis|X,Z,Yobsq “ P pZ|X,Y qP pY |Xqş
P pZ|X,Y qP pY |XqdYmis
“ P pZ|XqP pY |Xq
P pZ|Xq ş P pY |XqdYmis
“ P pY |Xqş
P pY |XqdYmis
“ P pYmis|X,Yobsq (1.21)
Ignoring the treatment assignment mechanism simplifies the posterior distribution for the
missing potential outcomes, making it easier to model and infer Ymis, simply from the unit
covariates X and the observed potential outcomes Yobs.
1.5.1.1 Consequence of Violating the Unconfounded Assumption
Violation of the unconfounded treatment assignment assumption leads to incorrect estimates
of the causal estimands, unless the treatment assignment mechanism is explicitly modeled.
This consequence is true for both the classical estimators such as the Neyman estimate in
Equation (1.2) and the model-based Bayesian imputation estimators. Let us consider the
following toy example that demonstrates this intuition.
In a treatment study with five individuals, the outcome of interest is a measure on their
quality of life, potentially through a survey at the end of the experiment. Individuals enter
the experiment with a measure of their level of health, with zero being the least healthy and
one being the healthiest. The level of health is a pre-treatment covariate with the following
values: x “ r0.1, 0.9, 0.6, 0.2, 0.5, sT . Individual one and four receive the treatment in this
experiment, because they are the least healthy entering into the study and therefore need the
treatment the most. For a simple demonstration, assume the potential outcomes follow the
linear model below for each unit i:
YipZiq “ τZi ` βxi ` i (1.22)
where τ “ 5 is the treatment effect, β “ 10 is the effect of the initial level of health, and
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i „ Normalp0, σ2 “ 0.1q adds a small variation between the individuals. The observed
outcomes are: Y1p1q “ 5.44, Y2p0q “ 9.18, Y3p0q “ 5.94, Y4p1q “ 7.1, and Y5p0q “ 5.11.
The causal estimand of interest is the population average treatment effect in Equation (1.1).
Under this simple linear additive effect model, the true value of this estimand is simply:
τave “ 15
ř5
i“1 Yip1q ´ Yip0q “ τ “ 5
Note that in this experiment, the unconfounded treatment assignment assumption is vio-
lated, unless the level of health covariate is conditioned on. The outcome and the treatment as-
signments are correlated through the initial level of health. Because the treatment assignments
are not completely randomized, the Neyman estimate in Equation (1.2) for the population
average treatment effect is badly biased: pτave “ sY tobs ´ sY cobs “ Y1p1q`Y4p1q2 ´ Y2p0q`Y3p0q`Y5p0q3 “
´0.473. This gross underestimate happens because the treated individuals have worse initial
level of health, and therefore lower potential outcomes. Bayesian imputation of the causal
estimand using Bayesian regression without conditioning on x (i.e. not including x in the re-
gression) leads to similarly bad estimate with the 90% posterior interval: pτave “ r´0.94, 0.01s.
However, if x is conditioned on and included in the regression, the unconfounded treatment
assignment assumption is met and an adequate estimate of the causal estimand is recovered
with the 90% posterior interval: pτave “ r3.97, 5.99s.
This toy example demonstrates the consequence of violating the unconfounded treatment
assignment assumption and how an adequate estimate of the causal estimand can be recov-
ered by conditioning on the confounding covariate and therefore meeting the unconfounded
treatment assumption.
1.5.2 Unconfounded Assumptions and Simplified Imputation Under Net-
work Interference
The previous section highlights the importance of unconfounded treatment assumption in causal
inference for the regular case under SUTVA. Expanding to the case under network interference,
this section lays out the key unconfounded assumptions that enables the imputation to ignore
the neighborhood treatment mechanism. As one of the main contributions of this chapter,
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the unconfounded assumptions and the follow-on theorems provide the theoretical framework
that guides the principled approach to causal inference under network interference in the
presence of possible confounders. Let us begin with the unconfounded treatment assignment
assumption under network interference.
Assumption 1.4 (Unconfounded Treatment Assignment Assumption Under Network Inter-
ference). Conditional on the relevant unit covariates X and the influence network A, the
treatment assignment vector Z does not depend on the potential outcomes:
P pZ|X,A,Yq “ P pZ|X,A,Y1q for all Z,X,A,Y, and Y1 (1.23)
This assumption can be met in real-world experiments in similar ways as the regular un-
confounded treatment assignment mechanism under SUTVA (i.e. Assumption 1.3), such
as complete randomization of Z or including possible confounders in the conditional unit
covariates X. Sometimes, experiments on a social network target units with certain network
characteristics for treatment, in order to achieve a desirable overall outcome. For example, a
researcher may target the most influential units (e.g. high degree nodes) in order to maximize
peer influence effects. Assumption 1.4 holds under such treatment assignment strategies
because the influence network, A, is conditioned on.
Under network interference, each unit may be exposed to treatments through peer influence.
The influence network serves as a vehicle through which exposures to peer treatments are
delivered. In this sense, Z and A together form the mechanism for neighborhood treatments.
So naturally, the influence network is another source for confoundedness which is addressed
by the next unconfounded assumption. The influence network is a result of some underlying
mechanism governing the social influence, and will be treated as a random variable with a
distribution going forward. Later on in Theorem 1.3, the distribution of the influence network
will be characterized by a network model.
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Assumption 1.5 (Unconfounded Influence Network Assumption Under Network Interference).
Conditional on the relevant unit covariates X, the influence network A does not depend on
the potential outcomes:
P pA|X,Yq “ P pA|X,Y1q for all A,X,Y, and Y1 (1.24)
This assumption is met if the mechanism of the influence network has no correlation with
the potential outcomes. However, this is often not true in real-world experiments (Shalizi
and Thomas, 2011). Intuitively, correlation between the potential outcomes and the influence
network may arise from certain characteristics of a unit that are correlated with both its
outcomes as well as its relationships with other units on the network. Activity level and group
memberships are examples of such characteristics. For example, in an educational program
experiment where the potential outcomes are the level of knowledge on a certain subject, a
unit’s activity level may be positively correlated with its potential outcomes because the more
active nodes in the influence network turn out to be community leaders with higher education.
Similarly, a unit’s membership to a highly educated group may be positively correlated with
its potential outcomes and at the same time result in more interactions and influence with
other members in that group. Therefore, meeting Assumption 1.5 will likely require including
such possible confounding characteristics in the conditional unit covariates X. A method to
achieve this will be formally proposed later in Theorem 1.3. But first, let us introduce the
simplified imputation as a result of Assumption 1.4 and 1.5, because it is the main motivation
for the theoretical developments here.
Theorem 1.2 (Simplified Imputation Under Network Interference). If the unconfounded
treatment assignment assumption and the unconfounded influence network assumption are
both met, the neighborhood treatment mechanism does not enter the posterior distribution of
the missing potential outcomes:
P pYmis|X,Z,A,Yobsq “ P pYmis|X,Yobsq (1.25)
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Theorem 1.2 is simply proved through a factorization, an application of Assumption 1.4, a
cancellation, another factorization, an application of Assumption 1.5, and another cancellation:
P pYmis|X,Z,A,Yobsq “ P pZ|X,A,YqP pY|X,Aqş
P pZ|X,A,YqP pY|X,AqdYmis
“ P pZ|X,AqP pY|X,Aq
P pZ|X,Aq ş P pY|X,AqdYmis
“ P pY|X,Aqş
P pY|X,AqdYmis
“ P pYmis|X,A,Yobsq
“ P pA|X,YqP pY|Xqş
P pA|X,YqP pY|XqdYmis
“ P pA|XqP pY|Xq
P pA|Xq ş P pY|XqdYmis
“ P pY|Xqş
P pY|XqdYmis
“ P pYmis|X,Yobsq (1.26)
The posterior distribution for the missing network potential outcomes is greatly simplified
when the neighborhood treatment mechanism can be ignored (i.e. both Z and A can be
dropped from the posterior distribution). Similar to the regular case under SUTVA, this
makes it easier to model and infer Ymis, simply from the unit covariates X and the observed
potential outcomes Yobs. More importantly, this theoretical result provides a rigorous guideline
for which unit covariates should be included in the potential outcome model. Specifically, all
the relevant covariates should be included in X to meet the unconfounded assumptions. As
mentioned earlier, the unconfounded influence network assumption is likely violated in real-
world experiments unless the estimation procedure conditions on the relevant unit covariates
that are correlated with both the potential outcomes and the influence network. This can be
formalized with the following theorem by modeling the distribution of the influence network:
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Theorem 1.3 (Unconfounded Influence Network by Conditioning on Network Parame-
ters). The unconfounded influence network assumption in Assumption 1.5, P pA|X,Yq “
P pA|X,Y1q for all A,X,Y, and Y1, is met if:
1. The distribution of the influence network A can be characterized by a model HG with
nodal parameters XG and population parameters ΘG: A „ HGpXG,ΘGq
2. The influence network A correlates with the potential outcomes only through a subset of
the nodal parameters ĂXG PXG and population parameters rΘG P ΘG
3. The unit covariates X contain these network parameters ĂXG and rΘG
Theorem 1.3 leverages the assumption that the influence network A can be characterized
by a model with nodal (i.e. unit-specific) parameters XG (e.g. expected degree, community
membership, position in the latent space, etc.) and population parameters ΘG (e.g. inter-
community interaction, sparsity, etc.). Most if not all of the currently well known network
models in the network inference community can be described in this way, including the latent
space models (Hoff et al., 2002), the latent class models such as the membership blockmodels
(Wang and Wong, 1987; Airoldi et al., 2008), degree distribution models (Aiello et al., 2001;
Chung and Lu, 2002), and the graphon (Lovász and Szegedy, 2006). Because the distribution
of the influence network is completely characterized by the parameters XG and ΘG, including
all of them in the unit covariates X during imputation simply fulfills the unconfounded
influence network assumption. However, in reality only a subset of the nodal parametersĂXG may be correlated with the potential outcomes, like the unit-specific characteristics such
as activity level and community membership in the educational program example described
earlier. Similarly, most likely only some of the population parameters, rΘG (e.g. sparsity),
may be correlated with the potential outcomes. For parsimony and simplicity of the potential
outcome model, including only these subsets of parameters break the correlation between the
potential outcomes and the influence network, therefore meeting the unconfounded influence
network assumption. Often, these network model parameters are not readily observed, but can
be estimated from the social network data collected in the experiment, as shown in Chapter 3.
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1.5.2.1 Bayesian Imputation Procedure Guided by Theory
So how exactly does one perform the analysis using the proposed framework in a real-world
experiment? Driven by the theoretical framework for causal inference under network inference,
the analytical procedure for Bayesian imputation of missing potential outcomes and causal
estimands is summarized in the following steps:
1. Define the population, the treatment, and the network potential outcomes. Collect prior
information on the underlying influence network. This can be from data on interactions
between the units (e.g. emails, tweets, phone calls, etc.) or a survey on the social
network (e.g. list of relationships). One may only have partial or prior information
on the influence network, in which case the network will need to be imputed during
analysis.
2. Propose an appropriate network model and estimate the model parameters using the
observed influence network or the prior distribution on the influence network.
3. Propose an appropriate potential outcome model including the unit’s own treatment,
its exposure to peer treatments, and all the possible confounding covariates, guided by
Assumption 1.4, 1.5, and Theorem 1.3, so that the neighborhood treatment mechanism
can be ignored during imputation as specified in Theorem 1.2. Some of these may be
the estimated network parameters from the previous step and the possible treatment
assignment confounders. Perform Bayesian inference to compute the posterior distribu-
tions of the potential outcome model parameters as well as the influence network if it is
not fully known, as typically is the case.
4. Using the posterior distributions from the step above, impute the missing network
potential outcomes in the causal estimands of interest, and finally arrive at the posterior
distribution of the causal estimands, the quantity of interest.
This procedure is a principled approach that conditions on all the necessary covariates to
meet the unconfounded assumptions. The rest of the chapter demonstrates the consequence
of not doing so through toy examples and simulated experiments.
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1.5.2.2 Consequence of Violating the Unconfounded Assumptions
Violation of the unconfounded treatment assignment assumption and the unconfounded
influence network assumption under network interference leads to incorrect estimates of the
causal estimands, unless the neighborhood treatment assignment mechanism is explicitly
modeled. Let us consider the following toy example that demonstrates this intuition.
In an education program study with five individuals, the outcome of interest is a measure
on their knowledge in the subject, potentially through a test at the end of the experiment.
Individuals enter the experiment with a measure of their level of education, with zero being
the least educated and two being the most educated. The level of education is a pre-treatment
covariate with the following values: x “ r0.1, 0.9, 0.6, 0.2, 0.5sT . Individual one and four
receive the “treatment” (i.e. enrollment in the education program) in this experiment, because
they are the least educated entering into the study and therefore need the program the most.
So the treatment vector is Z “ r1, 0, 0, 1, 0sT . These two individuals who receive the
education may pass on their newly acquired knowledge through the influence network shown
in Figure 1.1. The influence network is A “
« 0 1 2 0 0
1 0 2 0 0
2 3 0 1 1
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
ff
. For simplicity, the neighborhood of
influence under SUTNVA is assumed to include only the immediate neighbors (i.e. Ni “ Nď1i ).
For demonstration, assume the potential outcomes follow the linear model below for each unit
i:
YipZNi ,ANiq “ τZi ` γ
ÿ
jPN´i
AjiZj ` βxi ` i (1.27)
where τ “ 30 is the primary treatment effect, γ “ 5 is the peer effect coefficient, řjPN´i AjiZj
is the amount of exposure to treatments on neighbors, β “ 10 is the effect of the initial level
of education, and i „ Normalp0, σ2 “ 0.1q adds a small variation between the individuals.
A more detailed description of the linear potential outcome model is given later in Section
1.6.1. The observed outcomes here are: Y1pZN1 ,AN1q “ 31.06, Y2pZN2 ,AN2q “ 13.55,
Y3pZN3 ,AN3q “ 25.48, Y4pZN4 ,AN4q “ 32.14, and Y5pZN5 ,AN5q “ 4.51. The causal
estimands of interest are the population average primary effect, ξave in Equation (1.6),
and the fixed-assignment peer effects, δfixpzq in Equation (1.13). Under this simple lin-
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ear additive effect model, the true values of these estimands are ξave “ τ “ 30 and
δfixpZq “ γ ˆ 1N
řN
i“1
ř
jPN´i AjiZj “ 5.
Figure 1.1: The influence network in this example, with treated nodes colored in red (darker nodes
on a black and white print). Directed and weighted edges represent the magnitude and direction of
influence.
Note that in this experiment, the unconfounded treatment assignment assumption is
violated, unless the level of education covariate is conditioned on. The outcome and the treat-
ment assignments are correlated through the initial level of education. Bayesian imputation of
the causal estimands using Bayesian regression without conditioning on x (i.e. not including
x in the regression) leads to bad estimate of the population average primary effect causal
estimand with the 90% posterior interval: pξave “ r24.74, 25.83s. This underestimate happens
because the treated individuals have worse initial level of education, and therefore lower
network potential outcomes. However, if x is conditioned on and included in the regression,
the unconfounded treatment assignment assumption is met and an adequate estimate of the
causal estimand is recovered with the 90% posterior interval: pξave “ r29.37, 31.55s.
Now suppose a different experiment is conducted on the same five individuals but individual
one and four were chosen randomly to receive the treatment. The level of education now
has the following values: x “ r0.4, 0.7, 1.4, 0.3, 0.2sT which is correlated with how active
each individual is in the influence network. Specifically, the more educated individuals are
more active in the network. All the other parameters stay the same and the true values
of the causal estimands stay the same. The observed outcomes are: Y1pZN1 ,AN1q “ 34.02,
Y2pZN2 ,AN2q “ 11.91, Y3pZN3 ,AN3q “ 33.79, Y4pZN4 ,AN4q “ 32.93, and Y5pZN5 ,AN5q “
2.07. Note that in this experiment, the unconfounded influence network assumption is violated,
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unless the level of education covariate is conditioned on. The outcome and the influence
network are correlated through the initial level of education. Bayesian imputation of the
causal estimands using Bayesian regression without conditioning on x (i.e. not including x
in the regression) leads to bad estimate of the fixed-assignment peer effect causal estimand
with the 90% posterior interval: pδfixpZq “ r7.59, 7.95s. This overestimate happens because
the individuals who receive higher exposure to treatments on peers also have higher level of
education, and therefore higher network potential outcomes. However, if x is conditioned
on and included in the regression, the unconfounded influence network assumption is met
and an adequate estimate of the causal estimand is recovered with the 90% posterior interval:pδfixpZq “ r4.22, 5.97s.
This toy example demonstrates the consequence of violating the unconfounded assumptions
under network interference and how an adequate estimate of the causal estimands can be
recovered by conditioning on the confounding covariate and therefore meeting the unconfouned
assumptions. A more extensive study on the effects of different types of confounders with a
larger population and a realistic influence network model is conducted in the following section.
1.6 Result on Simulated Experiments
To demonstrate our proposed framework and imputation procedure for causal inference under
network interference in the presence of confounders, simulated experiments are conducted
using a realistic network model and a simple linear network potential outcome model. Different
types of confounders are introduced to highlight the importance of satisfying the theoretical
properties developed in Section 1.5.2. The results show how, by violating the unconfounded
assumptions, different confounders lead to incorrect causal estimates on the causal estimands
for the population average primary effect, ξave in Equation (1.6), and the fixed-assignment
peer effects, δfixpzq in Equation (1.13). The proposed procedure in Section 1.5.2.1 include
these confounders as covaraites in the potential outcome model, satisfying the unconfounded
assumptions (Assumption 1.4 and 1.5) which allow the neighborhood treatment mechanism to
be ignored during imputation (Theorem 1.2). The results show how the proposed imputation
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procedure is able to account for the confounders and to arrive at Bayesian posterior estimates
with good frequentist coverage properties over repeated experiments. To focus on the
importance of including different types of confounders in the imputation, the results here
assume knowledge of the true potential outcome model during the analysis phase, which
often is not the case in real-world experiments. The more realistic scenario with model
mis-specification will be investigated in the simulation study described in Chapter 2, with
mitigation by balancing randomizations in the design phase.
1.6.1 Linear Model for the Network Potential Outcomes
The Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) provide a broad class of linear models for different
types of potential outcomes (e.g. binary, count data, continuous response, etc.) and different
relationships (e.g. identity, logit, log, etc) between the effects (i.e. linear predictors) and
the potential outcomes. Under the GLM, the effects’ contribution to the outcome may be
additive (with identity link), multiplicative (with log link), and discounted at small and large
values (with logit link), etc. For simplicity and clarity, the simulated experiments here are
conducted using an ordinary linear model with additive effects, which is a special case of the
GLM. The additivity assumption of various effects is also made by previous works, such as
Manski’s “linear in means” model (Manski, 1993) and Parker’s linear network effect model
(Parker, 2011). Also for simplicity, the neighborhood of influence under SUTNVA is assumed
to include only the immediate neighbors (i.e. Ni “ Nď1i ). In real-world experiments, the
model for the network potential outcomes and the diameter of the neighborhood of influence
should be designed according to the phenomenology of the given application. The possible
models, by no means, are limited to the ordinary linear model or even the general class of
GLMs. No matter the model choice, the possible confounding covariates should be included
in order to avoid badly biased causal estimates. The experiment here aims to demonstrate
this point with a simple network potential outcome model, for each unit i:
YipZNi ,ANiq “ τZi ` γ
ÿ
jPN´i
AjiZj ` βTxi ` µ` i (1.28)
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The first term, τZi, represents the primary treatment effect. The second term, γ
ř
jPN´i AjiZj ,
represents the peer effects of exposure to treatments on neighbors. Note that each neighbor
j who receives the treatment contributes Aji units of exposure to peer treatments, so the
exposure is proportional to the amount of influence j has on i. The total accumulative
exposure from all the neighbors is multiplied by γ which is a coefficient for the effect of the
exposure. Although this is a simple and intuitive model for the peer effects, by no means is this
the only one. The network potential outcomes, described in Section 1.3.3, are defined to allow
much flexibility in modeling the exposures to treatments on peers, which can be any function
of the treatment vector and the influence network. The third term βTxi is the effect of the
unit covariates xi. This is where confounders are introduced in this experiment. The fourth
term, µ, is the baseline effect on the entire population. The last term, i „ Normalp0, σ2 q,
gives independent and identically distributed variation for heterogeneity between the units.
1.6.2 Hybrid Mixed-Membership Blockmodels for Influence Network
In real-world experiments, the model for the influence network (i.e. influence matrix A) should
be designed according to the process of social influence in the given application. The model
choice informs the relevant network model parameters which should be estimated and included
in the network potential outcome model, as laid out in the imputation procedure in Section
1.5.2.1. Although our proposed causal inference framework is not limited to any particular
network model, the simulated experiments in this section adopt an influence network model
that captures characteristics of real-world networks.
Real-world networks display topological characteristics such as a Power-Law degree distribu-
tion (i.e. the “small world” property) (Chakrabarti et al., 2004), membership-based community
structure (i.e. individuals interact based on their community membership) (Wasserman, 1994),
and sparsity (Newman, 2006a). Each well-known canonical network model captures one or a
subset of these traits. For example, the Chung-Lu model (Aiello et al., 2001; Chung and Lu,
2002) captures the Power-Law degree distribution. The mixed-membership stochastic block-
model (Airoldi et al., 2008) provides sparsity and community structure, and the Erdős-Rényi
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model (Erdős and Rényi, 1960) captures sparsity only. To capture these characteristics of the
real-world networks, the experiment in this section adopts the “hybrid mixed-membership
blockmodels” (HMMB), which is developed in detail in Chapter 3. The HMMB is an aggregate
of the following models and their features: Chung-Lu for Power-Law degree distribution,
the mixed-membership stochastic blockmodel for community structure, and Erdős-Rényi
for sparsity. Other aggregate network models exist in the open literature such as Karrer
and Newman (2011) that combines the single-membership stochastic blockmodel with the
Chung-Lu model for degree correction. Recall, from Definition 1.4, that each edge in the
influence network, Aij , represents the amount of influence individual i has on j. As influence
typically arises from social interactions, the amount of influence represented as each edge, Aij ,
is modeled as a Poisson random variable with expected value λijT . The symbol T is the time
span during which the social influence takes place, typically from the time of treatment to the
time of the outcomes of interest. The rate λij can be viewed as the frequency of influential
interaction from individual i to j, given by the product below:
λij “ pλiλjq ˆ ppiTi Bpijq ˆ Iij (1.29)
The first (Chung-Lu) term λiλj gives each node i an activity level proportional to λi which
is drawn from a Power-Law distribution. The second (mixed-membership blockmodel) term
piTi Bpij determines the strength of interaction between i and j based on their memberships to
the K communities indicated by vectors pii and pij of K components, and the inter-community
interaction strength indicated by the K ˆK block matrix B. The third (Erdős-Rényi) term
Iij is the binary indicator function switched on with probability s. For a detailed description
of the “hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels” (HMMB) and the inference procedure for
estimating the model parameters, please refer to Chapter 3. Using the notations from Theorem
1.3, one may denote the HMMB network model as HGpXG,ΘGq with the nodal parameters
XG “ tλ,Πu and the population parameters ΘG “ tB, su. When some of these network
parameters are correlated with the network potential outcomes, as discussed in the examples
right under Assumption 1.5, they become confounders that should be estimated and included
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as covariates in the potential outcome model. The reason for this is already explained by
the theoretical framework in Section 1.5.2 and the consequence of not accounting for these
confounders during the imputation of missing network potential outcomes is demonstrated in
the simulation results below.
1.6.3 Experimental Setup: Different Confounders and Inclusions
To demonstrate the importance of satisfying the theoretical properties developed in Section
1.5.2, four different types of confounders are considered in the simulated experiments. For
each type, estimation results are generated both with the exclusion and the inclusion of
the confounder in the network potential outcome model. Excluding the confounder in the
potential outcome model breaks one of the unconfounded assumptions (i.e. Assumption 1.4 or
1.5), while including it satisfy the unconfounded assumptions which allow the neighborhood
treatment mechanism to be ignored during imputation (Theorem 1.2). Each confounder type
demonstrates how violating the unconfounded assumptions leads to incorrect causal estimates
on the causal estimands for the population average primary effect, ξave in Equation (1.6),
and the fixed-assignment peer effect, δfixpzq in Equation (1.13). In each type of confounder,
the covariate, xi, affects the potential outcomes, YipZNi ,ANiq, through the βTxi term in
Equation (1.28). Here are the four types of confounders in the experiment:
1. Independent covariate: The covariate xi is scalar and independent of the treatment
assignment vector as well as the influence network. In this experiment, each xi is drawn
independently from the Normalp1, 1q distribution. Because xi is only correlated with the
potential outcomes, it is not a confounder. Whether this covariate is included or excluded
from the potential outcome model does not break the unconfounded assumptions,
therefore, the neighborhood treatment mechanism can be ignored during imputation
either way. This case serves as a benign baseline for comparison.
2. Treatment likelihood confounder: The covariate xi is scalar and affects the like-
lihood for unit i to receive the primary treatment. This is achieved by modeling the
treatment likelihood for individual i as proportional to e´xi where each xi is drawn
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independently from the Normalp0, 2q distribution. In real-world experiments, this can be
the case where the treatment is given to units based on their needs which are inversely
correlated to their potential outcome. For example, the patients who need the treatment
the most tend to have worse potential outcomes than the average patients. This type of
confounder causes the treatment assignment vector Z to be correlated with the network
potential outcomes Y. This violates Assumption 1.4 and therefore breaks the condition
in Theorem 1.2, unless xi is conditioned on and included as a unit covariate in the
potential outcome model.
3. Activity level confounder: The scalar covariate xi is the activity level λi, for node i.
In other words, the activity level of the nodes has an effect on the potential outcome.
This can be the case in real-world experiments because more active individuals may
have more resources (e.g. higher education background, income, etc.) and, therefore,
better potential outcomes. This type of confounder causes the influence network A to
be correlated with the network potential outcomes Y. This violates Assumption 1.5 and
therefore breaks the condition in Theorem 1.2, unless xi is conditioned on and included
as a unit covariate in the potential outcome model as laid out in Theorem 1.3 and in
the imputation procedure in Section 1.5.2.1.
4. Community membership confounder: The covariate xi is the community member-
ship vector of individual i. In real-world experiments, members of a certain community
may share a common attribute that affects their potential outcome (e.g. they all live
in a particular area, have a particular diet, go to the same school, etc.). This type of
confounder causes the influence network A to be correlated with the network potential
outcomes Y. This violates Assumption 1.5 and therefore breaks the condition in The-
orem 1.2, unless xi is conditioned on and included as unit covariates in the potential
outcome model as laid out in Theorem 1.3 and in the imputation procedure in Section
1.5.2.1.
Except for the simulations on the treatment likelihood confounder (type 2), the treatment is
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randomly assigned in the experiment. A total of 25 individuals or about 10% of the population
receive the treatment. The influence networks are generated according to the HMMB model
outlined in Section 1.6.2. For each experimental setup, 2500 simulated experiments are
conducted over 25 draws of the influence network each with 100 draws of treatment assignment
vector and observed potential outcomes. The network parameters are set for a population size
of 256 over four communities, with moderate mixed-membership, inter-community interactions,
and realistic variation in activity level. For simplicity, the influence networks are observed in
these experiments. An example simulated experiment on an influence network with completely
randomized treatment assignment is shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: An influence network with treated nodes colored in red (darker nodes on a black and
white print). Node sizes correspond to how active the nodes are. Edges represent influence between
nodes. For visual clarity, only the more influential edges are drawn.
The potential outcomes are simulated using the linear model described in Section 1.6.1,
specifically in Equation (1.28), with primary treatment effect coefficient τ “ 5, peer treatment
effect coefficient γ “ 0.1, covariate effect coefficient β “ 5 for the scalar covariates described
above and β “ r0, 2, 4, 6sT for the mixed-membership covariate vector, baseline effect µ “ 3,
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and the variation variance σ2 “ 1 for heterogeneity between units.
1.6.4 Results and Discussion
This section reports and discusses the results of the simulated experiments on how well the
causal estimands of interest can be estimated in each of the experimental set up. Estimation is
performed based on the Bayesian imputation procedure proposed in Section 1.5.2.1.The network
model parameters, specifically the nodal parameters on activity level and community mixed-
membership XG “ tλ,Πu, are estimated in order to potentially be included as covariates in
the potential outcome model. For a detailed description of the “hybrid mixed-membership
blockmodels” (HMMB) and the inference procedure for estimating the model parameters,
please refer to Chapter 3. The potential outcome model parameters are estimated using
Bayesian regression with relatively flat Normal-Inverse-Gamma priors. The resulting posterior
distributions on the primary effect coefficient τ and the peer treatment effect coefficient γ
are sufficient for imputing the posterior distributions of the causal estimands of interest, ξave
and δfixpzq. This is because, under the ordinary linear outcome model in Equation (1.28),
the population average primary effect causal estimand simplifies to ξave “ τ , according to
Equation (1.6), and the fixed-assignment peer effect causal estimand simplifies to a scalar
product of γ: δfixpzq “ ωγ, according to Equation (1.13). Here, z is the treatment assignment
vector and ω “ 1N
řN
i“1
ř
jPN´i Ajizj is the population average exposure to peer treatments.
The average exposure ω varies from experiment to experiment, but hovers between 19 and 30
in 90% of the simulations.
Table 1.2 summarizes the adequacy of the posterior estimates of the primary and peer effect
causal estimands and coefficients under different confounder type and covariate inclusion case,
in terms of their frequentist coverage properties averaged over 2500 simulations. The properties
are specifically the posterior mean(standard deviation) and the truth coverage probability
by the 90% posterior interval. The posterior mean and standard deviation characterize the
location and width of the posterior intervals. Inadequate estimation results are highlighted in
the corresponding cells. These results will now be discussed one confounder type at a time, to
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Table 1.2: Posterior estimate of the primary and peer effect causal estimands and coefficients under
different confounder type and covariate inclusion, reported in terms of the posterior mean(standard
deviation) and the truth coverage by the 90% posterior interval, averaged over 2500 simulations. The
true values of the causal estimands and coefficients are: ξave “ τ “ 5, δfixpzqω “ γ “ 0.1 where ω is the
average exposure to peer treatments for a given simulation. Inadequate estimation results are highlighted
in the corresponding cells.
Experimental setup Posterior estimate
mean(standard deviation)
Truth coverage
by 90% intervalpξave “ τˆ pδfixpzqω “ γˆ pξave, τˆ pδfixpzq, γˆConfounder type Covariate included ξave “ τ “ 5 δfixpzq
ω “ γ “ 0.1
Independent covariate
None 5.01(1.06) 0.102(0.013) 0.901 0.902
Ind. cov. 5.00(0.21) 0.100(0.003) 0.900 0.888
Treatment likelihood
confounder
None ´4.17(1.39) 0.100(0.018) 0.000 0.881
Treatment like. cov. 5.00(0.23) 0.100(0.003) 0.891 0.902
Activity level
confounder
None 5.04(0.25) 0.123(0.003) 0.892 0.00
Activity level 5.00(0.21) 0.101(0.003) 0.887 0.876
Comm. mem. 5.06(0.25) 0.124(0.003) 0.890 0.00
All network cov. 5.00(0.21) 0.100(0.004) 0.897 0.890
Community
mixed-membership
confounder
None 5.00(0.40) 0.105(0.005) 0.889 0.497
Activity level 5.01(0.40) 0.107(0.006) 0.882 0.433
Comm. mem. 5.00(0.22) 0.100(0.003) 0.900 0.895
All network cov. 5.00(0.22) 0.100(0.004) 0.904 0.905
demonstrate the importance of satisfying the unconfounded assumptions and ultimately the
condition laid out in Section 1.5.2:
1. Independent covariate: The posterior estimates of the causal estimands are adequate
in this case, whether the covariate is included in the potential outcome model or
not. Because the covariate is independent of the treatment assignment vector and the
influence network, the unconfounded assumptions (i.e. Assumption 1.4 and 1.5) hold
and the condition for ignoring the neighborhood treatment mechanism in Theorem 1.2 is
met. In other words, this covariate is not a confounder and this case serves as a benign
baseline. When the covariate is not included, its effect is absorbed by the baseline
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effect estimate, µˆ, and the variance estimate σˆ2 . The inflation in the variance estimate
causes the posterior estimates of the primary treatment effect coefficient, τˆ , and the peer
treatment effect coefficient, γˆ, to have inflated variances and larger posterior intervals
that adequately cover the truth. When the covariate is included, the potential outcome
model is correctly specified and the posterior estimates adequately cover the truth with
the narrowest posterior interval, which is the best case scenario.
2. Treatment likelihood confounder: Not including the confounding covariate in the
potential outcome model breaks the unconfounded treatment assignment assumption (i.e.
Assumption 1.4) and therefore the condition for ignoring the neighborhood treatment
mechanism in Theorem 1.2 is not met. This leads to inadequate posterior estimates on
the primary treatment effect causal estimand pξave and coefficient τˆ . Specifically, τˆ has a
large negative bias because the treated individuals have lower potential outcomes. The
effect of this covariate is absorbed by τˆ and σˆ2 . The inflation in σˆ2 causes τˆ and γˆ to
have inflated variances but γˆ and pδfixpzq still adequately covers the truth. Including this
confounding covariate in the potential outcome model recovers the posterior estimates
in the best case scenario because the unconfounded assumptions and the condition in
Theorem 1.2 are met and the potential outcome model is correctly specified.
3. Activity level confounder: Not including the confounding covariate in the potential
outcome model breaks the unconfounded influence network assumption (i.e. Assumption
1.5) and therefore the condition for ignoring the neighborhood treatment mechanism
in Theorem 1.2 is not met. This leads to inadequate posterior estimates on the peer
treatment effect causal estimand pδfixpzq and coefficient γˆ. Specifically, γˆ has a positive
bias because the more active nodes tend to be exposed to more peer influence, so
the effect of this covariate is absorbed by γˆ. The primary treatment effect causal
estimand and coefficient are still adequate in this case. Including this confounding
covariate in the potential outcome model recovers the posterior estimates in the best
case scenario by meeting the unconfounded assumptions and the condition in Theorem
1.2. Note that under the four different inclusion cases of the network model parameters
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(i.e. none, activity level, community mixed-memberships, or all) as covariates in the
potential outcome model, estimation performance is adequate as long as the activity
level is included. This matches the conditions laid out in Theorem 1.3 which states
that the unconfounded influence network assumption is met as long as the subset of the
confounding network model parameters are conditioned on.
4. Community membership confounder: Not including the confounding covariate in
the potential outcome model breaks the unconfounded influence network assumption (i.e.
Assumption 1.5) and therefore the condition for ignoring the neighborhood treatment
mechanism in Theorem 1.2 is not met. This leads to inadequate posterior estimates
on the peer treatment effect causal estimand pδfixpzq and coefficient γˆ. Specifically, γˆ
is biased because units in communities with stronger interactions (e.g. the community
cluster in the middle of Figure 1.2) tend to receive greater amounts of exposure to
peer treatments, so the effect of this covariate is absorbed by γˆ. Also, the inflation
in σˆ2 causes τˆ and γˆ to have inflated variances. The primary treatment effect causal
estimand and coefficient are still adequate in this case. Including this confounding
covariate in the potential outcome model recovers the posterior estimates in the best
case scenario by meeting the unconfounded assumptions and the condition in Theorem
1.2. Note that under the four different inclusion cases of the network model parameters
(i.e. none, activity level, community mixed-membership, or all) as covariates in the
potential outcome model, estimation performance is adequate as long as the community
mixed-membership is included. This matches the conditions laid out in Theorem 1.3
which states that the unconfounded influence network assumption is met as long as the
subset of the confounding network model parameters are conditioned on.
Overall, these results demonstrate the importance of meeting the unconfounded assump-
tions and the condition in Theorem 1.2, by conditioning on the confounding covariates. This is
done in practice by including them in the potential outcome model. The Bayesian imputation
procedure proposed in Section 1.5.2.1 is shown to accomplish this, resulting in adequate pos-
terior estimates on the causal estimands. The consequences of not including the confounding
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covariates in the potential outcome model (i.e. not conditioning on them during the Bayesian
imputation) is demonstrated here assuming a simple ordinary linear model for the potential
outcomes. The negative consequences is likely to impact more causal estimands and model
parameters with a more complex potential outcome model of choice.
1.7 Conclusion
Interference is not just a nuisance but rather an opportunity for quantifying and leveraging peer
effects in many real-world experiments, including observational studies. When the mechanism
of the interference is on a network of influence, we propose a framework to infer the primary
effect as well as a wide range of peer effects, using the network potential outcomes as the
basic building blocks. A theoretical framework is developed to guide the design of a Bayesian
imputation procedure for estimating the causal estimands. Through simulation results, this
framework is demonstrated to arrive at adequate causal estimates by including exposure to
peer treatments and possible confounders in the potential outcome model. However, the true
potential outcome model in real-world experiments is typically not known, so relying on the
estimator to have the exactly correct potential outcome model may be unrealistic. Imputation
from representative data through careful experimental design is important because it relieves
the burden from the model and mitigate possible model mis-specification. In this way, causal
inference under network interference should be best conducted by accounting for peer exposure
and confounding covariates at both the design phase and the analysis phase. Chapter 2
proposes a full-factorial simulation study to investigate and demonstrate this intuition.
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Chapter 2
Design and Analysis for Causal
Experiments on Networks:
A Full Factorial Simulation Study
2.1 Overview
Causal inference on populations in which individuals influence one another has garnered
more interest lately, with the rise in experiments on social networks and social media. To
demonstrate the best practice for causal experiments on networks, this chapter presents a plan
for a full factorial simulation study to evaluate different combinations of experimental design
strategies and estimators for the primary and peer effect causal estimands. Evaluation is done
for a realistic set of truth settings, specifically on the network topologies and the generators
for the potential outcome. The network potential outcome framework and its supporting
theory, described in Chapter 1, presents the need to include relevant network parameters as
covariates in the potential outcome model for Bayesian imputation. Intuitively, the preferred
course is to impute missing outcomes from representative observed outcomes and covariates,
to avoid extrapolation with little supporting data. Achieving this through experimental design
is especially important because the true potential outcome model in real-world experiments
is typically not known, and imputation from representative data relieves the burden from
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the model and mitigates possible model mis-specification. Therefore, causal inference under
network interference is best conducted by accounting for peer exposure and confounding
covariates at both the design phase and the analysis phase. The theory and results from
Chapter 1 suggest that a combination of novel balancing designs across treatment exposure
groups and novel model-based estimators for the analysis should achieve the best overall
performance.
2.2 Introduction
With the rise in social networks and media, more and more experiments are conducted on
populations where the individuals are expected to interact and influence one another. In such
experiments, the “treatment” not only affects the outcomes of the individuals receiving it,
but also others through social influence. Experiments on networks take place in numerous
application areas, for example, in public health and policy, social media, marketing, network
security, and economics (Kim et al., 2015; Mednick et al., 2010; Sobel, 2006; Gui et al., 2015;
Bond et al., 2012; Bakshy et al., 2012; Parker, 2011). Depending on the application, the
treatment may take the form of medicine, advertisement, incentives, and education, etc. In
fact, treatment effects on individuals due to social influence have been considered for quite
some time, under the phenomenon known as interference. However, it has been treated as
a nuisance until recently as information on the social networks becomes available in more
experiments. With information on the underlying network structure of the interference effect,
there is now an opportunity to quantify and leverage peer effects in experiments in addition to
quantifying the primary effect of the treatment. Chapter 1 proposes a framework to perform
such inference through Bayesian imputation of missing network potential outcomes. Adopting
this framework, this chapter proposes a simulation study to demonstrate how to account for
interference and the network confounders at both the design phase and at the analysis phase.
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2.2.1 Background
For a brief survey on the background literature for causal inference in the presence of general
interference and network interference, please refer to Chapter 1. Much of the existing work,
including the framework adopted here, is built upon the potential outcome framework for
causal inference (Rubin, 2005; Imbens and Rubin, 2015). Under network interference, Chapter
1 defines the network potential outcomes and causal estimands to capture primary and peer
treatment effects. Because most of the network potential outcomes are not observed, Bayesian
imputation is used to compute the posterior distribution of the missing outcomes and the
causal estimands of interest. Bayesian imputation of missing potential outcomes was developed
in Rubin (1978, 1975) with the key unconfounded assumption that allows the imputation to
ignore the treatment assignment mechanism. Chapter 1 extends the Bayesian imputation
methodology and the key unconfounded assumptions for causal inference under network
interference.
Imputation of missing potential outcomes from observed outcomes is at the core of
causal inference, which can be fundamentally viewed as a missing data problem. If the
observed outcomes provide good representation of the missing outcomes in the causal estimand,
imputation can be done directly through taking the mean of the observed outcomes in each
treatment group. The classical Neyman estimator (Neyman, 1923) is an example of this
for causal inference under SUTVA (Assumption 1.1) and complete randomization. Under
network interference, observing outcomes that are representative of the missing outcomes can
be challenging, due to the complexity of the exposure to peer treatments and the structural
constraint by the influence network. Toulis and Kao (2013) illustrate this challenge and
propose sequential randomization schemes to observe some of the potential outcomes in the
causal estimand. However, the observed outcomes for each treatment exposure group can
be few and unrepresentative of the missing outcomes. The advantage of direct imputation
through the mean estimator is that it makes no model assumption, but the resulting estimate
is subject to bias and large variance from few and unrepresentative observed outcomes.
A natural solution to the problem of having few observed outcomes for each of the
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treatment exposure group in the causal estimand is to employ model-based imputation
of missing outcomes. Under this approach, all of the observed outcomes may be used to
estimate the parameters of the potential outcome model, from which missing outcomes are
imputed. This alleviates the need to observe outcomes that match precisely in the treatment
exposure condition to those outcomes in the causal estimands, which is especially critical
for observational studies where the treatment assignment vector is not determined by the
experimenter. The Generalized Linear Model (GLM) is a flexible class of models that can
accommodate different types of outcomes (e.g. binary, continuous, and count data) and
different relationships between the linear predictor and the outcomes. The GLM is well
established and widely used in statistical modeling (Agresti, 2015), and has been used for
modeling outcomes in causal inference by Bang and Robins (2005). Parameters of the GLM
can be estimated with Bayesian methods for computing the posterior distributions of the
missing potential outcomes (Gelman et al., 2014, 2015; Polson et al., 2013). For model
selection and evaluation, a natural measure on the goodness of fit is the posterior predictive
check (Gelman et al., 1996) which evaluates how representative the observed data is under
its predictive posterior distribution under the model. Following the theoretical development
in Chapter 1 that results in the imputation procedure in Section 1.5.2.1, the unit’s own
treatment, its exposure to peer treatments, and the possible confounding covariates (e.g.
treatment assignment and network confounders) should be included in the potential outcome
model.
Under network interference, the exposure to peer treatments is a critical part of the network
potential outcome model. Social influence has been modeled as a propagation or cascades on
the social network, originating from works in social sciences and economics (Bikhchandani
et al., 1992). Often known as the Independent Cascade Model, recent works in computer
science continue to build on this idea by proposing ways to estimate the model parameters
(Goyal et al., 2010) as well as to maximize social influence through optimal selection of
the treatment receivers (Kempe et al., 2003). The network potential outcome models may
incorporate exposures to treatments on peers using this idea of propagation on social networks,
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up to an arbitrary number of hops according to the size of the neighborhood of influence in
Definition 1.5.
Intuitively, the preferred course is to impute missing outcomes from representative observed
outcomes and covariates, to avoid extrapolation with little supporting data (Imbens and Rubin,
2015). Achieving this through experimental design is especially important because the true
potential outcome model in real-world experiments is typically not known, and imputation
from representative data relieves the burden from the model and mitigates potential model mis-
specification. This principle is demonstrated in Ho et al. (2007) for observational studies using
matching and parametric estimators. Similarly, causal inference under network interference
is best conducted by accounting for peer exposure and confounding network covariates not
only at the analysis phase but also at the design phase. Balancing the covariates on the
observed outcomes between different treatment groups make them more representative of
the missing outcomes. In the absence of interference (i.e. under SUTVA), balancing the
covariates through rerandomization has been shown to lead to causal estimates that are closer
to the truth (Morgan and Rubin, 2012). When balancing all the covariates is difficult due
to competition between the large number of covariates, Morgan and Rubin (2015) propose
a multi-tier method to prioritize covariates according to their importance. The proposed
simulation study in this chapter will apply multi-tier rerandomization to experiments under
network interference, to balance the relevant covariates and the number of observed potential
outcomes under each discretized exposure to peer treatment group. Although not in the scope
of this simulation study, the same principle may be applied to observational studies under
network interference, through matching (Stuart, 2010) to produce the same kind of balance
between each peer treatment group.
2.2.2 Contributions
Adopting the network potential outcome framework in Chapter 1, this chapter proposes
procedures to account for exposures to peer treatments and confounding network covariates
at both the experimental design and the analysis phase. At the experimental design phase,
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various randomization schemes are considered including novel schemes of rerandomization for
units in a network. The novel rerandomization schemes attempt to observe balanced outcomes
and covariates in order to provide a good representation of the outcomes across different
treatment exposure groups in the causal estimands. They are compared with the classical
complete randomization as well as other randomization schemes from recent literatures on
experiments on networks. At the analysis phase, various estimators are considered including
the classical difference in means estimator and novel model-based Bayesian estimators that
incorporate various possible confounding covariates and assume different relationships between
the predictors and the outcome.
To demonstrate the best practice for causal experiments on networks, this chapter presents
a plan for a full factorial simulation study to evaluate all combinations of these randomization
schemes and estimators for the primary and peer effect causal estimands. Evaluation is done
for a realistic set of truth settings, specifically on the network topologies and the generators for
the potential outcome. Full factorial experiments provide the statistics for rigorous analysis to
identify the key factors and their interactions that influence the performance (Box et al., 2005).
The factors in this simulation study capture the three main aspects of causal experiments: 1.)
the true process that determines the outcomes given the treatment vector (i.e. the science),
2.) the experimental design that determines the treatment assignment vector, and 3.) the
analysis that produces estimates of the causal estimand. Similar to the study by Rubin (1979),
analysis of variance (i.e ANOVA) can be first performed to identify influential factors and
interactions at a high level, before taking closer looks at specific factors using performance
tables to compare the efficacy of combinations of design strategies and estimators under
different truth settings.
Section 2.3 describes the set up of the full factorial simulation study, including the causal
estimands of interest and the factors relating to the science, the experimental design, and
the analysis. Section 2.4 describes the analysis plan for the simulation study to identify
the key factors that drive the performance of the causal inference and the best practice for
experiments on networks under realistic settings, specifically in the presence of confounders
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and with imperfect knowledge of the true potential outcome model.
2.3 Full Factorial Simulation Study Setup
The simulation study plan in this chapter is full factorial, meaning all combinations of
levels across each factor will be realized, in order to explore the interaction effects between
factors. Some of these interactions may be of higher order, because certain combinations of
randomization scheme and estimator may address the challenges from certain truth settings,
for example, the presence of confounding network covariates, network topologies that make
it difficult to realize outcomes in the causal estimand exactly, etc. This section describes
in detail the setup of the simulation study, beginning with the causal estimands of interest,
then all the factors in each of the three aspects of the causal experiments: the science, the
experimental design, and the analysis.
2.3.1 Causal Estimands of Interest
One of the key advantage of the framework from Chapter 1 is its flexibility to represent causal
effects from both the primary treatment as well as the exposure to treatments on peers. For
primary effect, the population average causal estimand is a natural choice for this simulation
study, as it represents the classical average treatment effect under network interference:
ξave ” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
»– 1
2|N´i|
ÿ
zPZN´i
YipZi “ 1,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ´ YipZi “ 0,ZN´i “ z,ANiq
fifl (2.1)
This estimand is averaged over the population as well as all possible neighborhood treatment
assignment vectors for each unit. For a more detailed description of this estimand, please
refer to Section 1.4.1.
For peer effect, the population average k treated neighbors causal estimand is chosen for
its straightforward peer effect representation of having exactly k neighbors being treated.
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δavek ” 1|Věk|
ÿ
iPVěk
»–1
2
ÿ
z“t0,1u
δi,kpzq
fifl (2.2)
where
δi,kpzq ”
ˆ|N´i|
k
˙´1 ÿ
zPZkN´i
YipZi “ z,ZN´i “ z,ANiq ´ YipZi “ z,ZN´i “ 0,ANiq (2.3)
This estimand is averaged over the qualified population, Věk (i.e. those units with at least k
neighbors), and over each unit’s own treatment and its neighborhood treatments, ZkN´i , that
have exactly k neighbors treated. In this simulation study, for simplicity, the neighborhood of
influence for each node i only consists of its immediate neighbors (i.e. one-hop neighborhood).
For a more detailed description of this estimand, please refer to Section 1.4.2.
In this simulated study, the true values for these estimands can be computed on each
generated network population from the true potential outcome model and its parameters. The
knowledge of the science (i.e. true process) is only used for evaluation purpose. The inference
procedures at the design and analysis phase of course do not assume any such knowledge.
2.3.2 Factors Under Study
The factors in this simulation study capture the three main aspects of causal experiments: 1.)
the true process that determines the outcomes given the treatment vector (i.e. the science),
2.) the experimental design that determines the treatment assignment vector, and 3.) the
analysis that produces estimates of the causal estimand. The factors and their levels are
designed for exploring the best practice for causal experiments on networks, specifically, which
combinations of randomizations and estimators perform well under different truth settings.
Overall, the full factorial study consists of 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 2ˆ 2ˆ 2ˆ 8ˆ 12 “ 559872
cases. For each case, ten replications are performed for each of the two causal estimands of
interest, making a total of about 11.2 million simulated experiments on networks.
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2.3.2.1 Truth Factors
To explore causal inference performance over a range of realistic settings, the truth factors
below capture the two aspects of the generating process (i.e. the science) for outcomes of
network experiments: 1.) the network of peer influence, and 2.) the potential outcome model.
Overall, the truth factors consist of 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 3ˆ 2ˆ 2 “ 2916 truth settings.
Influence Network Topology Factors: The structure of the influence network impacts
the performance of the inference procedure because it determines how challenging it is to find
a treatment assignment vector that renders observed outcomes that represent the missing
outcomes in the casual estimands. The influence networks will be generated using the Hybrid
Mixed-Membership Blockmodels (HMMB) presented in Chapter 3, for its capacity to capture
key characteristics of real-world networks. The influence network may not be fully known by
the experimenter but some a-prior information on the rate of influence is typically collected
(e.g. nature of relationship, frequency of interactions, etc.). The HMMB provides parameters
that enable easy adjustment on different factors of the network topology. Examples of such
adjustment can be found in Section 3.4.3. Five factors of network topology will be explored,
each with three levels:
1. Network size: A larger network provides more capacity for rendering observed outcomes
to represent the missing outcomes in the causal estimand. However, it also increases the
number of missing outcomes to be imputed. For this simulation study, a reasonable set
of sizes are N “ 100, 500, and 1000.
2. Network density: The density of the influence network directly impacts the amount of
exposure to treatments on peers. A denser network will result in stronger peer influence
and more structural constraint for the treatment assignment mechanism, by making it
harder to isolate exposure to peer treatments. Real-world network densities vary as a
function of the network size, and a set of realistic densities for networks with appropriate
connectivity are s “ 3 logpNq{N , 6 logpNq{N , and 9 logpNq{N .
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3. Number of communities: Similarly, a larger number of smaller communities will make
it easier to isolate exposure to peer treatments. However, it will also make it more
difficult to observe many outcomes at the specific exposure levels within each community.
Realistically, the number of communities increases with the network size N at a particular
rate. For this study, a reasonable set of community sizes are K « N0.2, N0.3 and N0.4.
4. Community structure: How distinct the community structure is on the network (i.e.
modularity) determines how focused or diffused the peer influence is. Weak community
structure may make it harder to isolate exposure to peer treatments, while communities
that are very densely connected present challenges to render outcomes at various levels
of peer exposure within each community. The strength of community structure can
be adjusted through the between-community interactions in the block matrix. Please
refer to Section 3.3.1 for details. For this simulation study, a set of appropriate levels
of community structure strength can be achieved by scaling the off-diagonal entries
of the baseline block matrix by 0.5, 1, and 2. Smaller scales result in less overlap
between communities and, therefore, stronger (i.e. more distinct) community structure.
The baseline block matrix depends on the number of communities and has larger
diagonal entries and sparse off-diagonal entries for realistic networks. A reasonable
baseline block matrix for three communities is B “
” 2.3 0.07 0
0.3 2 0
0 0.3 3
ı
, for four communities,
B “
„ 2.3 0.07 0 0
0.3 2 0 0
0 0 2.5 0.4
0 0.3 0 3

, and for 6 communities, B “
»– 2.3 0.07 0 0 0 0.40.3 2 0 0 0 00 0 2.5 0.4 0.2 00 0.3 0 3 0 0
0 0 0.25 0 2.5 0
0 0.3 0 0 0 2.7
fifl.
5. Node degree distribution: Realistic networks are composed of nodes with diverse degrees,
as individuals differ from one another in their level of activity. As real-world networks
typically demonstrate Power-Law degree distribution with exponent from ´3 to ´2
(Clauset et al., 2009), with a larger exponent corresponding to a heavier tail and
more high-degree nodes. More high-degree nodes may make it more difficult to isolate
exposure to peer treatments. A reasonable set of exponents for this simulation study
are ´α “ ´2.8, ´2.4, and ´2.1.
The level of mixed-memberships, represented by the lifestyle pseudocount matrix, is
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not a factor of interest in this simulation study. It stays the same at a moderate level for
each of the community size. The baseline pseudocount matrix has larger diagonal entries
and sparse off diagonal entries. A reasonable pseudocount matrix for three communities
is X “
” 5 0.1 0
0 5 0.5
0.1 0.2 2
ı
, for four communities, X “
„ 5 0.1 0 0.3
0 5 0.5 0.1
0.1 0.2 2 0
0 0.5 0.3 3

, and for six communities,
B “
»– 5 0.1 0 0 0 0.50.3 2 0 0 0.2 00 0 2.5 0.4 0.2 00 0.3 0 3 0 0.5
0.3 0 0.25 0 2.5 0
0 0.3 0 0.5 0 2.7
fifl. For simplicity, the spread of nodes across different lifestyles is
kept even, represented by the uniform vector φ “ 1
K
of K entries.
Potential Outcome Model Factors: The true generative model for the potential outcome
determines each unit’s outcome given its own treatment, its exposure to peer treatments, and
the relevant covariates. The potential outcome model will be variations of the additive linear
model below with independent Normal variation:
Yi “ τZi ` γ gipA,Zq `
ÿ
m
βmhpxm,iq ` µ` i (2.4)
The first term, τZi, represents the primary treatment effect. The second term, γ gipA,Zq,
represents the peer effect from exposure to treatments on neighbors, gipA,Zq. In general,
the exposure function gipA,Zq can be of many forms consisted of the influence network A
and the treatment vector Z. The third term
ř
m βmhpxm,iq is the effects of each of the unit
covariate xm,i transformed by a function hpq that describes the relationship between the
outcome and the covariate. The fourth term, µ, is the baseline effect on the entire population.
The last term, i „ Normalpµ, σ2 q, gives independent and identically distributed variation
for heterogeneity between the units. The specific values of the potential outcome model
parameters will be similar to those in the simple simulation study in Section 1.6.3. For
example, τ “ 5, γ “ 0.1, βλ “ 5 for the popularity confounder, βpi “ r0, 1, 2, ...,K ´ 1s ˚ 6K´1
for the community membership confounder with K communities, µ “ 3, µ “ 2, and σ2 “ 1.2.
These parameter values reasonably represent outcomes with a significant primary effect, a
much smaller peer effect per unit exposure, significant effects by the confounders, and a
moderate variation between units. The baseline effect (µ) and the offset (µ) should not
impact the performance of the causal inference procedures, but are included as a sanity check.
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The 3 ˆ 2 ˆ 2 factors with a total of 12 settings below are designed to explore the
performance impact from the presence of network confounders and model mis-specification
later in the analysis phase:
1. Presence of network confounders. The three levels are: 1.) no confounder so the third
term in the model above is absent, 2.) popularity confounder by including the network
parameter λi for each unit as covariate in the model, and 3.) community membership
confounder by including the network parameter pii as covariates in the model. Please
refer to Section 3.3.1 for details on these network parameters.
2. Identity covariate effect, hpxq “ x, versus log covariate effect, hpxq “ logpxq. Note
that when there is no confounder, both levels of this factor produce the same potential
outcome model. So in practice, two settings under the 12 potential outcome settings do
not need to be replicated in the simulation study.
3. Simple sum peer exposure, gipA,Zq “ řjPN´i AjiZj , for additive peer effect versus log
sum exposure, gipA,Zq “ logpřjPN´i AjiZjq, for diminishing peer effect. As mentioned
earlier in the description of the causal estimands, this study will consider exposure to
treatments on immediate neighbors only, for simplicity.
The last two factors introduce variations in the potential outcome model that result in model
mis-specification later in the analysis phase for realism. In real-world experiments, one can
not assume to know the true potential outcome model. Model mis-specification in the analysis
phase could be mitigated by balancing assignment mechanisms in the experimental design
phase.
2.3.2.2 Experimental Design Factors
Experimental design is a critical part of causal inference. It takes place before the experiment
is conducted, where a randomization scheme arrives at a treatment assignment vector (i.e.
which units are treated) according to a certain criterion or mechanism. A good randomization
scheme renders observed outcomes that represent well the missing outcomes in the causal
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estimand. The factors below include different randomization schemes that will be evaluated
in this simulation study, including the novel rerandomization schemes for causal experiments
on networks. Overall, the experimental design factors consist of 2ˆ 8 “ 16 settings.
Treatment Resource Factor: This factor has two levels that correspond to low treatment
resource and medium treatment resource. In the low resource level, there is only enough
resource to treat a small fraction (e.g. 3%) of the population whereas in the medium resource
level, a larger percentage (e.g. 10%) of the population can receive the treatment. This factor
reflects the treatment resource constraint in many of the real-world experiments. Note however,
that the randomization scheme may choose not to use all of the treatment resource available
if treating fewer units fulfills its criterion or fits its mechanism better. In other words, the
treatment resource is available but not necessary to be utilized fully.
Randomization Scheme Factor: Eight different randomization schemes will be evaluated,
corresponding to the eight levels in this factor.
1. Complete randomization (CR): This is the classical randomization scheme where the
treatment is assigned across units with uniform probability. In the absence of interference
(i.e. under SUTVA), this randomization produces unconfounded assignments so the
classical Neyman estimator for population average treatment effect is unbiased. However,
this randomization is likely to be insufficient under network interference especially in
the presence of network confounders.
2. Sequential randomization (SR): This randomization scheme selects eligible units sequen-
tially with uniform probability to put under each of the treatment exposure groups in
the causal estimand by treating or controlling it and its neighbors accordingly. As this
process continues, many units will become ineligible because of its connection to the
assigned units. The objective of this randomization scheme is to observe some outcomes
in each of the treatment exposure groups in the causal estimand. However, few units will
qualify in the end, due to constraint by the network topology. This scheme is designed
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specifically for the difference in means estimator under network interference. For a more
detailed description of this randomization, please refer to Toulis and Kao (2013).
3. Insulated neighbors randomization (INR): This is a variant of the sequential random-
ization, developed in Toulis and Kao (2013). Before starting the sequential assignment
process, a adequate fraction (e.g. 60%) of the shared neighbors of the eligible units are
put under control. The intention behind this extra initialization step is to increase the
number of observed outcomes in each of the treatment exposure groups at the end, by
avoiding treating units that will render many units ineligible.
4. Rerandomization for covariate balance between treatment exposure groups (RC): Ob-
serving balanced covariates between the treatment exposure groups of interest enable
imputation of missing outcomes from more representative observed outcomes. There-
fore, it may mitigate biased inference from confounding covariates that may not be
accounted for entirely during the analysis phase due to model mis-specification (Ho
et al., 2007). In the regular case without interference (i.e. under SUTVA), there are
only two treatment groups consisting of the units under treatment and the units under
control. Rerandomization for covariate balance has been developed for causal inference
under SUTVA and shown to improve the precision of the causal estimate (Morgan and
Rubin, 2012). Basically, random assignment vectors are drawn until one is found that
fulfills the covariate balance criterion measured using the Mahalanobis distance between
the covariates in the two groups. When there are a large number of covariates, finding
treatment assignment vectors that balance all of them can be difficult. Prioritizing
the covariates into multiple tiers is a practical solution to this challenge and has been
integrated into the rerandomization framework (Morgan and Rubin, 2012).
Under network interference, there are many treatment groups each consisting of units
receiving numerous different levels of exposure to peer treatments. However, balancing
can still be done between groups with discretized levels of exposure. Under such
discretization, the observed outcomes belong to fewer groups, for example: high, medium,
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and low exposures. An example definition of a discretized treatment exposure group, Tg,
is the set of all units with total exposure to peer treatments within a specified range:
Tg “ tiu | Lg ď
ÿ
jPN´i
AjiZj ď Hg (2.5)
Balancing all the possible confounding covariates, such as unit popularity and community
memberships, can be difficult across all the treatment exposure groups, so the multi-tier
prioritization of the covariates comes in handy. Rerandomization for covariate balance
does not cause biased estimate conditional on the covariates, as the treatment mechanism
is conditionally independent of the potential outcomes, meeting the unconfounded
treatment assignment assumption (Assumption 1.4). Lastly, the network covariates are
not typically known a-priori, but can be estimated using the a-prior knowledge on the
influence network. This form of rerandomization for experiments on networks described
here and in the next two schemes is novel.
5. Rerandomization for balance between treatment exposure groups (RG): Similarly, observ-
ing a balanced number of outcomes between the treatment exposure groups of interest
enable imputation of missing outcomes from more representative observed outcomes. It
may mitigate model mis-specification on the peer exposure during the analysis phase.
This balance criterion can be easily introduced to the rerandomization procedure by
enforcing that the largest group can be no bigger than the smallest group by a certain
percentage. Again, this criterion does not cause biased estimate, as the treatment
mechanism here is driven entirely by the influence network and, therefore, conditionally
independent of the potential outcomes, meeting the unconfounded treatment assignment
assumption (Assumption 1.4).
6. Rerandomization for both balances above (RCG): Balancing both the covariates as well
as the number of observed outcomes between the treatment exposure groups is the
most comprehensive rerandomization option considered in this study. With the network
constraints and competing balancing objectives, the multi-tier prioritization is practically
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necessary. Figure 2.1 is an example of the resulting treatment exposure groups, as
defined in Equation (2.5), with much better balance overall through rerandomization.
The improvement is especially significant for the popularity covariate. Using complete
randomization, units with high activity level will mostly fall under the treatment groups
with high exposure to peer treatments, but as seen in Figure 2.1a, rerandomization
is able to find assignment vectors that distribute nodes with varying activity level
much more evenly among the different treatment exposure groups. Units with different
community memberships, as seen in the four clusters in the network layout, are also
distributed more evenly among the different groups. Figure 2.1b shows the covariate
balance for each of the six covariates between the treatment groups with high exposure
and low exposure. The intervals are computed from independent draws using complete
randomization versus rerandomization. Comparing the dotted(top) line against the
solid(bottom) line, it is clear that rerandomization improves the balance for each of the
covariate. However, rerandomization is still not able to balance every covariate perfectly,
due to the constraint imposed by the influence network.
7. Preferential treatment on influential units (PT): Many experiments on networks attempt
to maximize the overall treatment effect by treating the most influential nodes (Kim et al.,
2015; Kempe et al., 2003). However, in the context of causal inference, this treatment
assignment scheme may lead to biased estimates especially in the presence of the
popularity confounder. To investigate this issue, a preferential treatment randomization
scheme is included in this study, where units with higher out-degrees in the influence
network will be selected with higher probability for treatment.
8. Randomization by network cluster (RNC): Randomization by groups of connected
individuals, where the whole group is either all treated or all under control, may be
employed in experiments for various reasons. Sometimes, it is due to the nature of the
treatment dissemination or for convenience (Puffer et al., 2005), which can trace its
root back to the classical split plot design (Fisher, 1925). For causal inference under
network interference, Ugander et al. (2013) proposes cluster randomization in order to
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(a) Treatment groups layout (b) Improved covariate balance
Figure 2.1: An example of improving balance between the treatment groups using rerandomization.
For an accepted assignment vector under rerandomization, the figure on the left colors the units by
which discretized treatment exposure group they belong to: red for high exposure, yellow for medium,
and blue for low. Edges indicate influence and the node size indicates popularity. The figure on the
right compares covariate balance between complete randomization and rerandomization, in terms of the
difference in standardized covariate mean between the treatment groups with high exposure and low
exposure. For each covariate, the dotted(top) line shows the 68% interval of the difference in mean for
assignment vectors under complete randomization and the solid(bottom) line under rerandomization.
compute the treatment exposure probability under specific causal estimands. However,
this randomization may lead to large variance in the causal estimate in the presence of
community membership confounder.
2.3.2.3 Analysis Factor
The final analysis phase of a causal experiment is the estimation of the causal estimand using
outcomes observed from the experiment. The performance of this estimation is better if the
observed outcomes represent the missing outcomes well, which is the motivation behind the
experimental design phase. However, wherever observed outcomes fall short in representing
the missing outcomes, the estimator has an opportunity to account for it. This is typically
the case under network interference. The analysis factor in this simulation study consists
of 12 levels, to compare novel estimators that attempt to account for the exposure to peer
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treatments and the confounding covariates using model-based Bayesian imputation against
classical causal estimators using difference in means between observed outcomes in each
treatment group:
1. Classical Neyman estimator (NM): The Neyman estimator simply takes the difference of
means between the treated and the controlled group, as shown in Equation (1.2). It is
designed for estimating the population average treatment effect for experiments without
interference (i.e. SUTVA holds). It also assumes that the observed outcomes represent
the missing outcomes well, typically through complete randomization or matching in
observational studies. Under interference and in the presence of network confounders,
its estimate on the primary effect causal estimand may be biased and may have large
variance. Because it assumes away interference, its estimate on the peer effect causal
estimand is simply zero.
2. Difference in means across groups of observed outcomes (DM): This estimator is a
straightforward extension of the classical Neyman estimator. It is still based on taking
the difference in means between observed outcomes in different treatment groups
of the causal estimand. However, each unit’s exposure to peer treatments is now
considered for a more precise determination on which treatment group it belongs to.
The success of this estimator still depends largely on the ability to observe outcomes that
represent the missing outcomes well, through tailored randomizations (e.g. the sequential
randomization and the insulated neighbors randomization). For this simulation study, if
there is not enough matching observed outcomes to those in the causal estimand, the
closest outcomes will be used in place of the exact matches. This heavy dependence
on the randomization may not be practical in the presence of network confounders
and when very few observed outcomes will match the peer treatment conditions in the
causal estimand, due to the constraint by the network topology. However, its distinct
advantage is that it makes no model assumption on the potential outcome.
3-12. Model-based Bayesian imputation: Bayesian imputation of missing outcomes using a
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potential outcome model is a natural solution in response to the difficulty of observing
potential outcomes at numerous peer treatment conditions, especially in the presence
of network confounders. With these novel estimators, all of the observed outcomes
may be used to estimate the parameters of the potential outcome model, from which
missing outcomes are imputed. This alleviates the need to observe outcomes that
match precisely in the treatment exposure condition to those outcomes in the causal
estimands. However, it is unrealistic to assume perfect knowledge of the true potential
outcome model, so some level of model mis-specification should be expected. The ten
levels here correspond to each of the potential outcome model variations specified in
Section 2.3.2.1 and Equation (2.4), on the presence of different confounders and the
relationship between the predictor and the outcome. The cases where the imputation
model matches the true potential outcome model represent the best but overly ideal
scenarios. The more realistic and interesting cases are when the imputation model
attempts to account for the exposure to peer treatments and network confounders, but
with model mis-specification from assuming the wrong relationship between the predictor
and the outcome. The model mis-specification during the analysis phase can be mitigated
by the balancing randomization schemes in the experimental design phase. Each specific
Bayesian imputation estimator will be denoted in short hand as BNS (no confounder,
sum peer exposure), BIPS (identity popularity confounder, sum peer exposure), BLPS
(log popularity confounder, sum peer exposure), BICS (identity community membership
confounder, sum peer exposure), BLCS (log community membership confounder, sum
peer exposure), BNL (no confounder, log sum peer exposure), BIPL (identity popularity
confounder, log sum peer exposure), BLPL (log popularity confounder, log sum peer
exposure), BICL (identity community membership confounder, log sum peer exposure),
and BLCL (log community membership confounder, log sum peer exposure).
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2.4 Simulation Study Analysis
The full factorial simulation study described in Section 2.3 provides the statistics for rich
analysis on which factors and their interactions have significant effects on the causal inference
performance, as well as on which specific levels and combinations of levels (e.g. a specific
combination of the randomization scheme and estimator) produce the best performance overall.
Analysis will be performed for both the primary effect causal estimand and the peer effect
causal estimand. Analysis of full factorial experiments has its root in classical experimental
design literature and is well documented in Box et al. (2005). The analysis here is on factors
that span the aspects of the truth generating process, the randomization scheme, and the
causal estimator. Much of the analysis in this simulation study has similar structure to Rubin
(1979).
2.4.1 Performance metric
A common performance metric must be defined across all the estimators in Section 2.3.2.3, so
that the results of the full factorial study can be compared fairly. Both the Bayesian and point
estimators will be evaluated based on their frequentist property over repeated experiments.
With the ten replications for each factorial setting and having the true value for the causal
estimands, a natural and concise choice of metric is the mean square error (MSE) over the
experimental replicates. Computation of the MSE is straightforward for the Neyman and
the difference in means estimators, because they produce point estimates. For the Bayesian
imputation estimators, the squared error for each experiment replicate should be integrated
over the entire posterior density reported by the estimator. This calculation is also used by
existing literature (Box and Draper, 2007) for measuring the integrated mean squared error of
an estimated density to the true density. In this study, the true density can be interpreted as
a point mass at the true value. The integrated squared error represents the expected squared
error for each replicate, which is then averaged over the ten replicates. So for the Bayesian
estimators, the MSE is computed with expectation over both the posterior density estimate as
well as over the experimental replicates. This metric presents a fair comparison between the
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point estimators and the Bayesian estimators because in both cases, it captures the expected
squared error.
2.4.2 Analysis of Variance to Identify Significant Factors and Interactions
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the causal inference performance over all the factors provides
an informative first-step analysis in locating all the significant factors and their interactions
on the performance. Specifically, ANOVA attempts to explain the total variation in the MSE
across all the cases through individual factors and their interactions. If a significant amount of
the variation can be explained through a particular factor or interaction of factors, it indicates
that it is an important driver for the performance. Given that there are a total of nine factors
in the study, results on the full ANOVA may be tedious and unnecessarily detailed. After
performing the full ANOVA, it may be prudent to perform ANOVAs with a reduced number of
factors by collapsing some (e.g. the truth factors) into one, and marginalizing or conditioning
some factors out, to focus explorations on subspaces with meaningful factors and interactions.
While each factor is expected to have significant impact on the performance, the following
interactions are expected to be significant and meaningful:
• Randomization scheme factor and analysis factor: Certain combinations of randomization
schemes and estimators are expected to be much more effective than the others, on
average over all of the truth settings.
• Randomization scheme factor and potential outcome model factors: Certain randomiza-
tion schemes are able to render more representative observed outcomes to account for
interference and the presence of confounders.
• Analysis factor and the potential outcome model factors: Certain estimator will be able
to better account for interference and the presence of confounder.
• Randomization scheme factor and network topology factors: Certain network topology
features such as high density and a lack of community structure may present challenges
to some randomization schemes more than the others. Also, larger networks should
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Table 2.1: Example analysis of variance table on the factors. For each factor and interaction, the
degrees of freedom and mean square indicate the number of settings and its impact on the performance.
Factor and interaction Degrees of freedom Mean square
Network topology (NP) 7 -
Potential outcome model (POM) 11 -
Treatment resource (TR) 1 -
Randomization scheme (RS) 7 -
Analysis (A) 11 -
RS ˆ A 77 -
RS ˆ POM 77 -
A ˆ POM 121 -
RS ˆ NP 49 -
RS ˆ A ˆ POM 847 -
RS ˆ A ˆ NP 539 -
make it easier for some randomization schemes to render more informative observed
outcomes.
Higher order (e.g. 3-way, 4-way) interactions may be present as well to reveal the interactions
between certain combinations of randomization scheme and estimator with the presence
of confounders, model mis-specification, and challenging network topology, etc. Table 2.1
shows an example table summarizing the result of an ANOVA indicating all the factors and
interactions that have significant impact on the performance. Only the expected interactions
are listed here. Many more significant interactions between factors may have significant
impacts in the actual simulation study. Also, some of these factors may be combined or
marginalized out in the summary for parsimony.
2.4.3 Closer Looks on Specific Factors to Identify Best Practices
After locating at the high-level which factors and their interactions have significant impact
on the performance of the causal inference, we can zoom in on specific factors and levels
to identify best practices (i.e. combination of randomization scheme and estimator) and
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Table 2.2: Example performance table of different combinations of randomization schemes (columns)
and estimators (rows) over different peer exposure functions in the true outcome model (the two
sections). The other factors are marginalized out in this table to focus on identifying the most robust
randomization and estimator combination for best practice.
Simple sum peer exposure Log sum peer exposure
CR SR INR RC RG RCG PT RNC CR SR INR RC RG RCG PT RNC
NM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BNS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BIPS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BLPS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BICS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BLCS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BNL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BIPL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BLPL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BICL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BLCL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
to characterize their performance under realistic truth settings. This can be done through
visualizing performance tables that pivot on a few selected factors and levels. The factors not
addressed by the specific table may be marginalized or conditioned on (i.e. set to reasonable
levels). Although the specific tables of interest may be best informed by the ANOVA described
above, below are some performance tables that will likely provide insights to the best practices
for both the primary effect causal estimand and the peer effect causal estimand:
• Randomization schemes and estimators on different confounder or peer exposure func-
tions: This performance table should highlight how model mis-specification by the
Bayesian imputation estimators can be mitigated by balancing rerandomization schemes.
An interesting comparison is against the naive difference in means estimator which does
not make any potential outcome model assumption. An example is shown in Table 2.2.
• Randomization schemes and estimators on the presence of confounders: This performance
table highlights how the presence of confounders may be mitigated by both balancing
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rerandomization and including it in the model-based imputation.
• Selected combinations of randomization schemes and estimators on network topology fac-
tors: Select a few realistic and robust randomization scheme and estimator combinations
(e.g. insulated neighbors randomization + difference in means estimator, rerandomiza-
tion for balancing covariates and treatment exposure groups + Bayesian imputation
estimator, etc.). Conditional on a potential outcome model setting that introduces
model mis-specification, compare performance across the three network topology factors.
This table may highlight how dense networks that lack community structure may present
challenges for rendering observed outcomes in each treatment exposure group. It may
also show the benefit of having a larger network to provide more informative observed
outcomes. The table will show how these challenges and benefit affect each of the
recommended causal inference procedures under network interference.
2.5 Conclusion
Although causal inference under network interference presents unique opportunities for
estimating and harnessing the peer influence, it also brings about statistical challenges due
to the additional aspects of exposure to peer treatments and network confounders. These
challenges are best met through a combination of randomization schemes in the design phase
and estimators in the analysis phase, the best practices for a wide range of realistic settings
need to be identified. Following the theoretical guidance on the best practices from Chapter 1,
this chapter proposes a full factorial simulation study to identify, demonstrate, and characterize
the performance of the best practices. The expectation is that this study will shed light
on a complicated problem space with many factors and give practical guidance for causal
experiments on networks.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid Mixed-Membership Blockmodels
for Influence Networks
3.1 Overview
In support of the causal framework in this thesis for experiments on networks, this chapter
develops a novel and realistic network model with rigorous inference procedures. It is
important for the network model to have the richness and capacity to capture the key
attributes that govern social influence between individuals, in order to fulfill its role laid out
in Theorem 1.3 for meeting the unconfounded influence network assumption (Assumption
1.5), and to enable more realistic simulated experiments. This chapter proposes the hybrid
mixed-membership blockmodels (HMMB) that integrate three canonical network models
to capture the characteristics of real-world networks: community-based interactions with
mixed-membership, varying node degree, and sparsity. Although the causal framework in
this thesis can be implemented with almost any network model, the HMMB provides an
option with desirable features. The hybrid model provides the richness needed for realism and
enables inference on individual attributes of interest such as mixed-membership and individual
popularity. A rigorous inference procedure is developed for estimating the model parameters
through iterative Bayesian updates with clever initialization to improve identifiability. For the
mixed-membership estimate, a theoretical performance bound is derived from quantifying the
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information content of the network data through Fisher information analysis. Performance of
the inference procedure is evaluated on simulated networks over the realistic range of values
on the key model parameters. Results show that inference with HMMB is able to identify
the mixed-community memberships and activity level parameters for each node even in the
presence of highly overlapping communities.
3.2 Introduction
With an ever rising number of applications and data sources, network science has quickly
emerged as a interdisciplinary field in the last fifteen years. Among the various challenges in
this field, network modeling and inference remains a critical piece of the puzzle because it
provides insights to the structure and formation of the network as well as information on the
key attributes at both the individual and network level. Such information which is often not
directly observable are valuable in many real-world applications. Much work has been done in
network modeling and the closely-related field of community detection. This Section begins
with a brief survey of some representative works in these areas of research and ends with a
description of the contributions and the overall structure of this chapter.
3.2.1 Background
Early works of network modeling and inference focus on simple models that lead to elegant
mathematical properties. Erdős and Rényi (1960) models the network with a simple sparsity
parameter that indicates the probability of any edge to be present, leading to graph percolation
theories on the critical phase changes of network connectivity. However, this simple model
does not express many of the real-world network characteristics such as the node degree
variation and social structures. Chung and Lu (2002) and Aiello et al. (2001) model the
expected node degrees using a Power-Law distribution, commonly known as the Chung-Lu
model. This model satisfies more network realism as it leads to some high degree nodes as well
as a small average distance between any two nodes, known as the small-world property. Hoff
et al. (2002) embeds each node onto a latent “social space” where a distance metric between
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any two nodes determines their likelihood of interaction (i.e. having an edge between them).
This model explains the social structure by placing nodes that interact strongly in proximity
to each other in the latent space. Wang and Wong (1987) explains the social structure
through group membership, using the well-known stochastic blockmodels where the blocks
represent the groups (i.e. communities) and the nodes interact based on their membership to
the block and the strength of interactions between the blocks. Airoldi et al. (2008) extends this
model to allow mixed-membership for the nodes, known as the mixed-membership stochastic
blockmodels. Under this extension, each node may belong to different communities depending
on the context of its interaction with another node. The mixed-membership begins to capture
the realism of overlapping communities which has received more attention in recent years. To
explicitly model the community overlap, Soufiani and Airoldi (2012) and Yang and Leskovec
(2012) propose community-based network models where each node may belong to multiple
communities. The model in Soufiani and Airoldi (2012) has a nice interpretation as a multiple-
scale decomposition referred to as the graphlet decomposition. Some models have attempted
to capture more realisms by combining multiple models (i.e. hybrid approach). For example,
the mixed-membership stochastic blockmodels mentioned earlier incorporates a sparsity term
to the blockmodels. Karrer and Newman (2011) incorporates the degree correction terms
to the blockmodels to capture both the community structure and the varying node degrees.
Real-world networks are often comprised of counts of interactions between the individuals.
Perry and Wolfe (2013) models such network interactions as counts in point processes.
A closely related and prolific area of research is community detection, with a comprehensive
survey in Fortunato (2010). The most well-known algorithm is probably the spectral method
by Newman (2006a) where detection is done through the eigenspectrum of the modularity
matrix. Most of the existing community detection algorithms work through the principle of
network modularity where the network is partitioned into communities (i.e. modules) that
have much stronger interactions within them than between them. Typically, partitioning
is done by maximizing the network modularity (Newman, 2006b). Mucha et al. (2010)
extends the concept of modularity for time-dependent, multiscale, and multiplex networks.
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Smith et al. (2014) exploits network modularity through random walks on graph, for cued
network detection where a few nodes in the community of interest is known a priori. Some
recent works perform community partitioning through membership estimates in a generative
model. For example, Ball and Newman (2011) estimates community membership using
the degree corrected stochastic blockmodel mentioned previously, and Huang et al. (2013)
proposes a fast mixed-memberships estimation procedure by applying tensor methods to the
mixed-membership stochastic blockmodels.
3.2.2 Contributions
This chapter proposes the novel hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels (HMMB) that inte-
grate three canonical network models to capture the characteristics of real-world networks:
community-based interactions with mixed-membership, varying node degree, and sparsity. It
is the only network model so far to incorporate all of these characteristics. The hybrid model
provides the richness needed for realism and enables inference on individual attributes of in-
terest such as mixed-membership and individual popularity. A rigorous inference procedure is
developed for estimating the model parameters through iterative Bayesian updates with clever
initialization to improve identifiability. For the mixed-membership estimate, a theoretical
performance bound is derived from quantifying the information content of the network data
through Fisher information analysis. The proposed Bayesian inference procedure is shown
with simulation to perform adequately in estimating and identifying the model parameters,
even in the presence of significant community overlap.
The chapter proceeds by first proposing the hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels
(HMMB) in Section 3.3. A Bayesian inference procedure is then developed in Section 3.4
for model parameter estimation. A derivation of the theoretical performance bound on the
mixed-membership estimate is given, followed by a comprehensive performance evaluation on
the estimation procedure as the main network features are varied.
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3.3 Hybrid Mixed-Membership Blockmodels (HMMB)
This section introduces the proposed hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels (HMMB) for
networks representing interactions and influence between individuals. Real-world networks
consisting of observed interactions over time are prevalent and diverse, spanning a wide range
of applications areas such as communications (Eagle and Pentland, 2006; Diesner and Carley,
2005), social media (Golder et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2005), political science (Fowler, 2006), and
biology (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004), etc. Although not usually directly observable, influence
between individuals over time can be constructed or inferred from data on following behaviors
and expressed relationships (Bakshy et al., 2011; Gomez Rodriguez et al., 2010; Cha et al.,
2010). For this growing body of data with relevant applications, a desirable statistical model
should be rich enough to capture the realism and the fundamental characteristics of the
network data. Also, it should be interpretable and intuitive so that inference and estimation
of the model parameters can provide useful information on the attributes of the individuals
and reveal insights on the formation and structure of the interactions or influence. These are
the key motivations for the design of the hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels (HMMB).
3.3.1 Model Description: Integrating Three Canonical Models for Realism
The HMMB aims to model real-world networks representing the number of interaction or the
units of influence between each pair of individuals. Such networks are typically sparse because
interactions only take place between individuals with relationships, which are usually a small
fraction of the total possible relationships. In other words, only a small fraction of the possible
edges are “turned-on.” A widely used model for network sparsity is the Erdős-Rényi model
(Erdős and Rényi, 1960). The frequency of interaction between individuals with a relationship
is determined by each individual’s level of activity and the roles (i.e. community memberships)
they play in their interactions. For example, two individuals with a relationship may interact
frequently because they are both relatively active and belong to the same communities or
communities that have strong interactions. The Chung-Lu model (Chung and Lu, 2002; Aiello
et al., 2001) is a widely adopted model to capture varying levels of activity for each individual,
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and the mixed-membership stochastic blockmodels (Airoldi et al., 2008, 2013) are well-known
for modeling interactions based on mixed community memberships. The HMMB, defined and
described in this section, captures the characteristics of real-world networks by integrating
these three canonical models.
Following common notations, a network is defined as G “ pV, Eq, consisting of two sets:
the nodes V and the edges E between them. The nodes represent the individuals and the edges
represent the interactions and influence between them. Each edge is directed and weighted,
representing the direction (e.g. sender versus receiver) and the number of interactions or the
units of influence between the nodes. Let N be the number of nodes in the network (i.e.
N “ |V|). The N ˆN adjacency matrix A provides a convenient and intuitive representation
of the network, with each element aij denoting the number of interactions or units of influence
from node i to node j. The network here does not imply causal relationships. In other words,
it is not a causal graph.
Under the hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels (HMMB), interactions or units of influ-
ence between nodes over time are modeled as Poisson point processes where each interaction
or unit of influence takes place as random events over time with a certain frequency, similar
to the work by Perry and Wolfe (Perry and Wolfe, 2013). So each edge, aij (i.e. the count of
interaction or units of influence), is modeled with a Poisson distribution with an expected
value of λijT :
aij „ PoissonpλijT q (3.1)
λij is the frequency of interactions or strength of influence from node i to node j measured in
number of occurrences or units over time. The symbol T is the time span during which the
network data is collected. The unit for time is arbitrary and data set specific.
For realism, the HMMB integrates three canonical network models in governing the
interaction frequency from each node i to each node j:
λij “ pλiλjq ˆ ppiTi Bpijq ˆ Iij (3.2)
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The entire N ˆN frequency matrix Λ can be expressed in the matrix product below:
Λ “ pλλT q ˝ pΠTBΠq ˝ I (3.3)
where ˝ denotes the Hadamard product (i.e. element-wise product). Equation (3.2) is the core
of the HMMB model, integrating the Chung-Lu term, λiλj , the mixed-membership stochastic
blockmodels term, piTi Bpij , and the Erdős-Rényi “on” and “off” switch, Iij , for sparsity. The
Chung-Lu term, λλT , captures the variation in node degrees (i.e. activity level), allowing some
nodes to be much more active than the others. The frequency of interaction between i and j is
proportional to the activity level of both nodes. This well-known model (Chung and Lu, 2002;
Aiello et al., 2001) is parameterized by λ, a vector of N components and a prior parameter α
that determines how quickly the Power-Law distribution for each λi drops off: p0pλiq 9 λ´αi .
Modeling the variation in node degrees by a Power-Law prior distribution with its long tail is
supported by empirical evidence in many real-world networks with α typically between two
and three (Clauset et al., 2009). The mixed-membership stochastic blockmodels term, ΠTBΠ,
captures the community structure of the network (Airoldi et al., 2008, 2013). Let K be the
number of communities in the network, the mixed-membership stochastic blockmodels are
parameterized by Π “ ppi1,pi2, ...,piN q, a K ˆN mixed-membership matrix, and B, a K ˆK
block matrix. Each pii denotes the mixed-membership of node i to the K communities. The
mixed-membership vector pii sums to one (i.e. stays inside a simplex) and can be interpreted
as the fraction of the time node i acts as a member in each community. The block matrix B
denotes the strength of interaction within and between all the communities. For example, b11
is the strength of within-community interaction for community one, and b12 is the strength
of interaction from community one to community two. Consequently, piTi Bpij , captures the
total strength of interaction from node i to node j based on their memberships in each of the
community. Lastly, the sparsity matrix I acts as “on” and “off” switches for each of the edge
with distribution:
Iij
iid„ Bernpsq (3.4)
with only one parameter, the sparsity s, in this part of the model (Erdős and Rényi, 1960).
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It is desirable to generate the mixed-memberships of each node to have different distribu-
tions across the communities, according to its “lifestyle.” For example, a particular lifestyle
may have a tendency to participate mostly in community one and two while another lifestyle
may concentrate its participation only in community three. To achieve this diversity, L
lifestyles are defined, each with K pseudocounts indicating the lifestyle’s tendency towards
each community membership, represented by X, a K ˆ L mixed-membership pseudocount
matrix. The lifestyle indicator vector for each node i, li, is then drawn from Multinomp1,φq
where φ is a pre-specified simplex vector of L components indicating the probability of
belonging to each lifestyle. Finally, the mixed-membership for each node i, pii is drawn from
DirichletpXliq where Xli is the membership pseudocounts of the lifestyle i belongs to. This
generative procedure for the mixed-membership is useful for simulating network data, but in
real-world data sets, information on the lifestyles is typically unavailable. Figure 3.1 presents
a plate diagram (Bishop, 2006) laying out the data generation process under HMMB, with
pre-specified parameters, parameters drawn using the prior distributions, and the network
data drawn using the model distribution.
3.3.2 Parameter Identifiability
The HMMB is a composite of three canonical network models and inference will be performed
on one model at a time conditional on the parameters from the other two, as shown later
in Section 3.4.1. Existing works demonstrate identifiability for each of the three canonical
network models. The Erdős-Rényi model only has the sparsity parameter s and each of the
edge switch is inferred independently, so it is simply identifiable (Olding and Wolfe, 2009). The
Chung-Lu model mainly consists of the node degree parameter λ on each node and has been
proven to be identifiable by existing work (Perry and Wolfe, 2012). The mixed-membership
blockmodels belong to the general class of mixture models known to have symmetric multi-
modal likelihood (Buot et al., 2007) which may present challenges in identifiability. However,
this issue can be mitigated by inference strategies such as clever initialization and multiple
starting points, and existing work shows theoretically as well as empirically that parameter
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Figure 3.1: Plate diagram of the full generative process of the hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels
with K communities, N nodes (individuals), L lifestyles, and a time duration of T . The blue squares
indicate the parameters that are pre-specified. Circles are the parameters that are drawn according
to the model distributions. The red circle is the resulting network and the dotted circles indicate the
nodal parameters used to draw each edge. The solid boxes specify the number of copies drawn for each
parameter.
estimation in mixed-membership models have good frequentist properties (Mukherjee and
Blei, 2009; Airoldi et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2015).
Identifiability of the individual model component supports but does not theoretically
guarantee identifiability of the joint model. We will instead demonstrate parameter identifia-
bility under the HMMB empirically in Section 3.4.3, using the proposed inference procedure
in Section 3.4.1. The proposed inference procedure includes strategies to mitigate possible
identifiability issues such as the arbitrary scale shared between the block matrix B and the
node degree parameter λ. These strategies include the profile likelihoods, clever parameter
initializations, and multiple independent inference chains. Identifiability is demonstrated
empirically for networks of reasonable sizes (i.e. hundreds of nodes). In real-world networks,
the number of communities each node participates in, limited by that individual’s capacity
and interest, does not grow unbounded with the size of the network. So as the size of the
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network grows, the mixed-membership vectors pii will become increasingly sparse. As the
number of communities each individual belongs to is capped at some constant, the effective
number of parameters under HMMB is expected to grow at a rate of OpNq. The number
of observed interactions (i.e. data) is expected to grow faster at OpN logNq even for sparse
networks. Therefore, identifiability should scale well with increasing network size.
3.4 Inference and Performance Bound with HMMB
The nodal parameters under HMMB represent valuable information on the individuals in the
network. For example, the mixed-memberships offer insights on the community structure and
reveal members of each community. Other parameters of interest include individual activity
levels (i.e. popularity), λ, and the strength of community interaction within and between each
other, B. In applications involving social peer influence, node activity levels and community
interaction may provide important information on the amount and the structure of influence.
Individual activity levels may also indicate social and economic status. These parameters
should be included in the network potential outcome models as laid out in Theorem 1.3.
Lastly, knowledge on the model parameters for a particular network of interest enables us to
predict future behaviors and generate additional network data with similar characteristics.
Although the nodal parameters are typically not observable, they can be inferred and
estimated using the observed network data, A. For the causal framework proposed in this
thesis, if the influence network is not directly observed, the HMMB parameter estimation
can be performed with samples drawn from the network prior or posterior distribution. This
section describes the Bayesian joint inference procedure through iterative updates to estimate
the model parameters under HMMB. Clever initializations of the parameter estimates prior
to the iterative updates are designed to improve identifiability. A fully Bayesian sampling
update procedure is proposed, with alternative maximum posterior updates on some of the
parameters for faster convergence while sacrificing the property of convergence to the joint
posterior distribution. Given the central role of the community mixed-membership in the
HMMB, this section characterizes the information content of network data and the theoretical
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performance bound on mixed-membership estimates. Lastly, estimation performance of
the proposed procedures are evaluated and compared across a range of reasonable model
parameter settings, demonstrating empirically the parameter identifiability of the HMMB
under reasonable settings.
3.4.1 Bayesian Parameter Estimation Procedure
Parameter estimation in hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels (HMMB) is performed through
Bayesian methods (Gelman et al., 2014) using iterative Monte Carlo updates. Given the
observed network data, A, the goal is to obtain the posterior distribution on the parameters
of interest, namely the mixed-memberships, Π, the activity level (i.e. degree), λ, of each node,
and the community interaction structure, B. The posterior distribution captures both the
likely values and the uncertainty of the estimates, which is a key advantage of the Bayesian
methods. In real-world applications where decisions and analytical claims are being made
based on the parameter estimates, having knowledge on the uncertainty of the estimates
through the full posterior distribution is especially desirable. The edge switches, I, may not
be of particular interest but still takes part in the posterior distribution. The joint posterior
distribution is proportional to the likelihood times the prior:
ppΠ,λ,B, I|Aq9LpΠ,λ,B, I|Aq p0pΠ,λ,B, Iq (3.5)
with the joint likelihood function, according to Equation (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4):
LpΠ,λ,B, I|Aq “
ź
i,jPIij“1
´
Poissonpaij ;λijq s
¯ ź
i,jPIij“0
´
δaij0 p1´ sq
¯
9 exp
ˆ ÿ
i,jPIij“1
´
aij logpλiλjpiTi Bpijq ´ λiλj T piTi Bpij
¯˙ ź
i,jPIij“0
δaij0
s
ř
ij Iij p1´ sq
ř
ij 1´Iij (3.6)
where
ř
ij Iij and
ř
ij 1´ Iij are the number of “on” and “off” switches, and the δaij0 term
makes sure that only edges with no observed interaction can be “off”. The joint posterior
distribution is difficult and inefficient to sample directly. Therefore, the parameters for each
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Figure 3.2: The Gibbs sampling procedure for Bayesian parameter estimation iteratively updates the
parameters of interest one piece at a time, conditional on the current sample on the other parameters.
There are K communities and N nodes in the network. An implementation of this procedure is shown
in the algorithm below.
component of the model will be iteratively updated one piece at a time, while conditioning
on the current sample on the other parameters. This is commonly known as Gibbs sampling
which is a type of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method based on conditional sampling
for multivariate distributions (Gelman et al., 2014). Figure 3.2 shows each step of the
Gibbs update for HMMB. Two candidates of the Gibbs updates are implemented. The
first implementation is based entirely on Bayesian sampling using the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC), which samples from the conditional posterior distribution in each step. The
second is a hybrid Bayesian sampling and maximum posterior estimate approach, the Monte
Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM), which aims to maximize conditional posterior
probabilities when updating some of the parameters. The MCMC approach has the theoretical
property of eventually converging to the full joint posterior distribution, while the MCEM
approach sacrifices this property to gain speed of convergence with the greedy maximization
steps. Each parameter update step for both implementations and the governing likelihood
function, prior probability, and posterior probability is described in detail in Section 3.4.1.2
and 3.4.1.3. A performance comparison between the MCMC and MCEM procedures is given
later in Section 3.4.3 with discussion of results in Table 3.1.
Due to the possible challenges in identifiability discussed in Section 3.3.2, several inde-
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pendent Monte Carlo chains are run as mitigations to the potentially multi-modal likelihood
function, to maximize the chance that at least one of the chains will converge to the true mode.
At the end of the run, the chain that finishes with the highest joint posterior probability
is selected. Additionally, for each run, parameters are initialized cleverly to regions of the
parameter space that are likely to be close to the true mode. To remove possible redundancy
in the parameter space, a small number of the parameters may be fixed to pre-computed or
a-priori values. These mitigation strategies for identifiability is discussed in greater detail in
Section 3.4.1.1. Finally, the overall inference procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Joint Inference Procedure Using Gibbs Sampling
input :Network data in adjacency matrix A
output :Posterior samples on the parameters of interest: Π,λ,B
1
2 foreach independent inference chain do
3 initialize Π0 to the community assignment by spectral clustering
4 initialize λ0 proportional to the observed node degrees
5 initialize B0 to a diagonal matrix with small values in off-diagonal entries
6 initialize I0 to be “on” only for edges with observed interactions
7 set fixed parameters to precomputed or known values
8 repeat // begin the Gibbs sampling updates
9 for i “ 1 to N do
10 update λt`1i conditional on λt
`
p´iq,Πt,Bt, It
11 for m,n “ 1 to K do
12 update bt`1mn conditional on Bt
`
p´mnq,λ
t`1,Πt, It
13 for i “ 1 to N do
14 update pit`1i conditional on Πt
`
p´iq,B
t`1,λt`1, It
15 for i, j “ 1 to N do
16 update It`1ij conditional on Πt`1,Bt`1,λt`1
17 store samples Πt`1,Bt`1,λt`1, It`1 if t` 1 ą burn-in
18 until convergence or maximum iteration reached;
19 return samples from the chain ending with the highest posterior probability
The computational complexity of the proposed inference procedure is OpN logNq, with
the following simple run-time analysis. The bottleneck of the proposed procedure lies in the
evaluation of the likelihood functions in Equation (3.8), (3.12), and (3.15). To evaluate these
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likelihood functions in each iteration of the Gibbs sampling, every edge with the switch Iij
turned “on” requires a matrix product in the mixed-membership blockmodels term, piTi Bpij .
Although the number of communities grow with the size of the network, the number of
communities each node takes membership in should not. In other words, in real-world
networks, the number of communities each node participates, limited by that individual’s
capacity and interest, should not grow unbounded with the size of the network. So as the
size of the network grows, the mixed-membership vectors pii will become increasingly sparse,
making the cost of evaluating piTi Bpij at some constant value. So the overall computational
complexity scales with the number of “on” edges, which is N logN in real-world networks.
Finally, inference with the mixed-membership model has been proven to be scalable and
performed on large networks by Gopalan and Blei (Gopalan and Blei, 2013).
3.4.1.1 Parameter Initialization
As discussed briefly in Section 3.4.1 and shown in Algorithm 1, each of the independent
inference chain is initialized in a way to increase its chance to converge to the true mode. This
is done as a mitigation to the possible challenge in identifiability discussed in Section 3.3.2.
These initialization steps are described in detail here. Clever parameter initialization starts
the parameter samples closer to the true mode on the posterior distribution surface. This
way, the chance of the Gibbs samples to converge to a false local maximum in a potentially
multi-modal posterior distribution is lowered.
A reasonable initial values of the mixed-membership estimate, Π0, can be obtained by
a fast segmentation algorithm on the network (e.g. spectral clustering by Ng et al. (2002)).
After the segmentation, nodes belonging to the same cluster are initialized to be members
of the same community. This way, nodes with strong interactions will likely be initialized
to the same communities, which is a good guess because interactions in real-world networks
are typically stronger within communities than between communities. The edge switches are
simply initialized to “on” for each edge with observed interaction, and “off” for all other edges.
This initialization, I0, is also the maximum posterior estimate. A good initialization of the
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node degree parameter λ0 is to simply set it to values proportional to the average weight of
the observed in and out edges of each node:
λ0i9
ř
j aij `
ř
j ajiř
j I
0
ij `
ř
j I
0
ji
(3.7)
This is a good initial value because it is an unbiased estimator with good asymptotic properties
(Arcolano et al., 2012) after normalizing out the effect of the edge switches and disregarding
the effect of the mixed-membership blockmodels term. The proportionality expression here
accommodates an arbitrary relative scaling between λ and B which will be explained shortly.
Because within-community interactions are typically stronger than the between-community
interactions, the block matrix B0 is initialized to roughly diagonal with small values in the
off-diagonal entries.
Although the three component models integrated in HMMB each captures a specific and
orthogonal characteristic of the network, there exists one parameter redundancy in the shared
relative scale between the block matrix, B and the node degree parameters λ. For example,
for a subset of the communities K that do not overlap in membership with the rest, one may
arbitrarily scale the sub-block-matrix BKK by w and the degree parameters λVK by 1{w on
the members of these communities, VK, and arrive at exactly the same likelihood. This issue
can be mitigated by the profile likelihood approach where the diagonal entries of the block
matrix B are fixed to a precomputed value during the Gibbs sampling. It is equivalent to
taking a profile slice of the likelihood functions at the fixed values for the diagonal of B.
A reasonable precomputed value for the diagonal of B is the maximum posterior estimate
computed using the gradient ascent described in Equation (3.21) with uniform λ, after a
preliminary run of the Gibbs sampling with an identity block matrix. This forces the model
to explain the observed network data using only the within-community interactions (i.e. the
diagonal of B). After fixing the diagonal of B, the iterative Gibbs sampling updates are
performed. At the end of the inference procedure, B and λ can be rescaled again to match to
the truth before evaluation, because the relative scale between them is arbitrary.
If prior knowledge (e.g. the memberships on a few nodes may be known or observed) or a
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reasonable estimate on some of the parameters is available, one can apply the profile likelihood
approach by fixing them to the prior value. An alternative to the profile likelihood approach
is to introduce informative prior on these parameters instead of fixing them to a value.
3.4.1.2 Bayesian Sampling Updates (MCMC)
After the parameters are initialized properly, the main part of the inference computation
through iterative updates begins, as shown in Figure 3.2 and in the Gibbs sampling loop in
Algorithm 1. This section presents the fully Bayesian approach using the Monte Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) sampling. Because most of posterior densities in the updates do not have
closed-form distributions, the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm is used to propose an update and
accept it with a rate based on the posterior probability ratio between the existing sample and
the proposed sample. When the proposal distribution is not symmetric, a Hasting correction
ratio is added in computing the acceptance rate to maintain the detailed balanced condition
of the MCMC. As mentioned previously in Section 3.4.1.1, a few parameters may be fixed in
which case they will not participate in the updates described below.
Update λt`1i conditional on λt
`
p´iq,Πt,Bt, It: For the node degree (i.e. activity level)
update on each node i conditioning on the current sample on the other parameters, the
governing conditional likelihood function, based on Equation (3.1) and (3.2), is:
L `λi|λp´iq,Π,B, I,A˘ “ exp
˜ ÿ
jPIij“1
´
aij logpλiλjq ´ λiλj T piTi Bpij
¯
`
ÿ
jPIji“1
´
aji logpλiλjq ´ λiλj T piTj Bpii
¯¸
(3.8)
And the posterior distribution is:
p
`
λi|λp´iq,Π,B, I,A
˘9L `λi|λp´iq,Π,B, I,A˘ p0pλiq (3.9)
Real-world networks often follow Power-Law degree distribution (Chung and Lu, 2002), which
gives a natural prior for λi:
p0pλiq9λ´αi (3.10)
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Typically, the exponent α is between two and three in real-world networks (Clauset et al.,
2009), so one may simply fix α to a reasonable value or update it as another step in the
MCMC with a symmetric Normal proposal distribution, αt` „ Normal `αt, σ2α˘, and posterior
distribution, ppα|λq9śNi“1 λ´αi . The variance, σ2α of the Normal proposal controls the step
size of the proposal from the current sample.
For updates on λi, a symmetric Normal proposal distribution is used, λt
`
i „ Normal
`
λti, σ
2
λ
˘
.
Again, the variance σ2λ of the Normal proposal controls the step size of the proposal from the
current sample. The acceptance probability, aλ, of the proposed update is:
aλ “
$’’’’&’’’’%
min
¨˝
p
´
λt
`
i |λp´iq,Π,B, I,A
¯
p
`
λti|λp´iq,Π,B, I,A
˘ , 1‚˛ if λt`i ą λ
0 otherwise
(3.11)
No Hasting correction ratio is needed because the proposal distribution is symmetric. Note
that the new proposal is automatically rejected if it is below the minimal value λ typically
set at close to zero because nodes can not have negative degrees. So with probability αλ, the
proposed sample will be accepted (i.e. λt`1i “ λt`i ), otherwise, the current sample will be kept
(i.e. λt`1i “ λti ).
Update bt`1mn conditional on Bt
`
p´mnq,λ
t`1,Πt, It: For updating the block matrix one
element, bmn, at a time conditioning on the current sample on the other parameters, the
governing conditional likelihood function, based on Equation (3.1) and (3.2), is:
L `bmn|Bp´mnq,λ,Π, I,A˘ “ exp
˜ ÿ
i,jPIij“1
´
aij logppiTi B˚pijq ´ λiλj T piTi B˚pij
¯¸
(3.12)
where B˚ consists of the fixed elements Bp´mnq and the element being updated, bmn. The
posterior distribution is:
p
`
bmn|Bp´mnq,λ,Π, I,A
˘9L `bmn|Bp´mnq,λ,Π, I,A˘ p0pbmnq (3.13)
Typically, a flat prior is used for bmn. However, given prior knowledge on the structure
of the block matrix, one may add an informative prior accordingly (e.g. prior with mass
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at zero on off-diagonal elements for sparse B). Similar to the node degrees parameter
update, a symmetric Normal proposal distribution is used, bt`mn „ Normal
`
btmn, σB
˘
. With a
non-negative constraint, the acceptance probability, ab, of the proposed update is:
ab “
$’’’’&’’’’%
min
¨˝
p
´
bt
`
mn|Bp´mnq,λ,Π, I,A
¯
p
`
btmn|Bp´mnq,λ,Π, I,A
˘ , 1‚˛ if bt`mn ě 0
0 otherwise
(3.14)
Update pit`1i conditional on Πt
`
p´iq,B
t`1,λt`1, It: For the mixed-membership updates
on each node i, the governing conditional likelihood function, similar to the likelihood for the
block matrix is:
Lppii|Πp´iq,B,λ, I,Aq “ exp
˜ ÿ
jPIij“1
´
aij logppiTi Bpijq ´ λiλj T piTi Bpij
¯
`
ÿ
jPIji“1
´
aji logppiTj Bpiiq ´ λiλj T piTj Bpii
¯¸
(3.15)
And the posterior distribution is:
p
`
pii|Πp´iq,B,λ, I,A
˘9L `pii|Πp´iq,B,λ, I,A˘ p0ppiiq (3.16)
Without additional information on the different lifestyles of the population, as is typically
the case, one can simply use a flat prior p0ppiiq91. Because the space for pii is a simplex, a
logistic-Normal proposal function is used, inspired by the work from Katz et al. (2010). Let
piti denote the current sample on the mixed-membership of i, the proposed update, pit
`
i is
governed by:
pit
`
i „ logistic
˜
Normal
´
logit
`
piti
˘
,Σpi
¯¸
(3.17)
where the magnitude of a typically diagonal Σpi controls the step size of the proposal from
the current sample. The acceptance probability, api, of the proposed update is:
api “ min
˜
pppit`i |Πp´iq,B,λ, I,AqQppiti ;pit`i q
pppiti |Πp´iq,B,λ, I,AqQppit`i ;pitiq
, 1
¸
(3.18)
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where Qppiti ;pit`i q is the logistic-Normal density function with mean pit`i and covariance Σpi
evaluated at piti . The ratio Qppiti ;pit`i q{Qppit`i ;pitiq is the Hasting correction ratio because the
logistic-Normal proposal function is not symmetric.
Update It`1ij conditional on Πt`1,Bt`1,λt`1: Lastly, updating the edge switches, Iij , is
fairly straight forward because each switch is conditionally independent of each other. For
edges with observed interactions (i.e. aij ą 0), Iij must be one. For edges with zero observed
interactions (i.e. aij “ 0), the governing posterior distribution is:
p pIij “ 1|B,λ,Π,Aq “ p pIij “ 1|B,λ,Π, aij “ 0q p0pIij “ 1q
ppaij “ 0, Iij “ 1|B,λ,Πq ` ppaij “ 0, Iij “ 0|B,λ,Πq
“ expp´λijT qsexpp´λijT qs` p1´ sq (3.19)
where λij is calculated using Equation (3.2) on the current parameter samples. Updating
It`1ij can simply be done by a Bernoulli draw, It`1ij „ Bernp expp´λijˆT qsexpp´λijˆT qs`p1´sqq. The sparsity
parameter, s, can be set to a reasonable value or updated as another step in the MCMC
with a closed-form posterior distribution, st`1 „ Betapři,jP1:N Iij ` 1, N2 ´ři,jP1:N Iij ` 1q.
When the network is large, it may become infeasible to update Iij for every edge such that
aij “ 0. A practical implementation is to simply turn all such Iij off which is equivalent to
fixing I at the maximum posterior estimate. Alternatively, one may selectively update such
Iij only on edges likely with low frequency λij .
This completes the description of the MCMC sampling updates for HMMB.
3.4.1.3 Alternative: Maximum Posterior Updates (MCEM)
An alternative to the MCMC procedure is to maximize the posterior probability when updating
some of the parameters, instead of sampling from the posterior distribution. This is commonly
known as the Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM) (Andrieu et al., 2003; Wei
and Tanner, 1990). MCEM may converge faster due to its greedy steps in maximizing the
posterior probability, but does not capture the full posterior distribution and is more prone to
being trapped in local modes. Because in this chapter, estimating the posterior distribution
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of the mixed-memberships is of particular interest, the developed MCEM samples from the
mixed-membership posterior distribution, but maximize the posterior probability on the
node degree and block matrix parameters. Maximization is done through gradient ascent
with appropriate step sizes (i.e. greediness) to balance between the speed of convergence and
avoiding traps of local maxima. A performance comparison between the MCMC and MCEM
procedures is given later in Section 3.4.3 with discussion of results in Table 3.1.
Alternative update λt`1i conditional on λt
`
p´iq,Πt,Bt, It: Maximizing the posterior
probability on the node degree parameters, shown in Equation (3.9), is done by the following
gradient ascent:
λt`1i “ λti ` γtλ
˜ ÿ
jPIij“1
ˆ
aij
λti
´ λtj T piTi Bpij
˙
`
ÿ
jPIji“1
ˆ
aji
λti
´ λti T piTj Bpii
˙
´ α
λti
¸
(3.20)
where γtλ is the step size, and the gradient is the derivative of the log posterior probability,
B log`p`λi|λp´iq,Π,B, I,A˘˘{Bλi evaluated at λti. A sensible update strategy is the batch
mode where all of the λi take one gradient ascent step together at a time. This is not only
more efficient to compute, but also makes sense for a more balanced climb in the space spanned
by λ.
Alternative update bt`1mn conditional on Bt
`
p´mnq,λ
t`1,Πt, It: Similarly, the posterior
probability on the block matrix parameters, shown in Equation (3.13), is maximized by:
bt`1mn “ btmn ` γtB
ÿ
i,jPIij“1
˜ˆ
aij
piTi B
tpij
´ λiλj T
˙
piimpijn
¸
(3.21)
where γtB is the step size, and the gradient is the derivative of the log posterior probability,
B log`p`bmn|Bp´mnq,λ,Π, I,A˘˘{Bbmn evaluated at btmn. The batch update is again a sensible
strategy where all of the bmn are updated together one step at a time.
This completes the description of the proposed MCEM inference procedure for HMMB.
Similar to the MCMC, for higher chance of convergence to the global posterior mode, multiple
independent MCEM chains can be run then select the one resulting in the highest average
joint posterior probability. Similarly, the initializations discussed in Section 3.4.1.1 can be
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used in MCEM. The MCEM implementation proposed here only differs from the proposed
MCMC implementation by two update steps.
3.4.2 Fisher Information and Performance Bound on Membership
Given the central role of the community mixed-membership in the HMMB, this section
presents a theoretical membership estimation performance bound through Fisher information
analysis. This theoretical result reveals what makes certain network data more informative
than the others. It also provides the best case estimation performance given a specific network
data. For any data set or experiment, it is useful to characterize the information content and
the best case performance one can expect. This theoretical result may help guide researchers in
collecting enough data and the most informative data, to achieve a certain level of estimation
performance.
The theoretical results presented here consist of the Fisher information matrix, Cramér-
Rao bound, and the asymptotic posterior distribution of the mixed-membership estimate pii
for each node i, conditional on the other parameters. This is a best case scenario because
in practice the estimates on the other parameters have uncertainty and possibly bias as
well, but nevertheless this theoretical result sheds light on the information content of the
network data as well as the minimal variance one can expect to achieve in estimating the
mixed-memberships. Fisher information analysis of the data on the mixed-membership begins
with the log likelihood function:
`ppii|Πp´iq,B,λ, I,Aq “
ÿ
jPIij“1
´
aij logppiTi Bpijq ´ λiλj T piTi Bpij
¯
`
ÿ
jPIji“1
´
aji logppiTj Bpiiq ´ λiλj T piTj Bpii
¯
(3.22)
Because pii stays inside a pK ´ 1q simplex, the redundant dimension is removed through
the following reparameterization:
pii “
«
pii,1 pii,2 ... pii,K´1 1´
Kÿ
k“1
piik
ff
(3.23)
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where theKth component is entirely determined by the others. ThisKth component represents
the membership to a reference community K. The reference community can be any one of the
K communities. The Fisher information matrix on the reparameterized pii is pK´1qˆpK´1q
in size, and each of the mnth element is:
Ippiiqmn “ ´EA
˜
B2`ppii|Πp´iq,B,λ, I,Aq
Bpii,mBpii,n
¸
“ T
˜ ÿ
jPIij“1
λiλj pBm¨pij ´BK¨pijq pBn¨pij ´BK¨pijq
piTi Bpij
`
ÿ
jPIji“1
λiλj
`
piTj B¨m ´ piTj B¨K
˘ `
piTj B¨n ´ piTj B¨K
˘
piTj Bpii
¸
(3.24)
where m,n P 1 : pK ´ 1q. While the precise information content on each membership estimate
is captured by the entire Fisher information matrix, each of the mth diagonal element of
the Fisher information matrix, Ippiiqmm, gives an interpretable first order indication on the
information content of the data on node i’s membership to community m:
Ippiiqmm “ T
˜ ÿ
jPIij“1
λiλj pBm.pij ´BK.pijq2
piTi Bpij
`
ÿ
jPIji“1
λiλj
`
piTj B.m ´ piTj B.K
˘2
piTj Bpii
¸
(3.25)
Agreeing with intuition, this quantity shows that information content is proportional to the
amount of time, T , during which data is collected. It also accumulates over all the incoming
and outgoing edges to i. The information content of each such edge is proportional to the
node degrees product λiλj (i.e. the Chung-Lu term), and is maximized when either most of
the interactions between i and j can be explained through community m or none of such
interactions can be explained through community m (i.e. making the squared difference term
large). Lastly, the information content of each edge is normalized by the blockmodel term.
This result is interesting because it reveals the kind of edges (i.e. network data) that contributes
the most to the information content towards estimating each community membership of a
given node.
With the Fisher information matrix, one can specify the asymptotic posterior distribution
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of the mixed-membership, pii, of each node i, through the Bernstein-von Mises Theorem
(Van der Vaart, 2000), assuming standard regularity conditions:
Theorem 3.1 (Asymptotic Posterior Distribution of Mixed-Membership). Conditional on the
other parameters, the posterior distribution of the mixed-membership pii of node i converges
asymptotically, with increasing network data, in distribution to a Normal with mean at the
true value and covariance equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix derived in
Equation (3.24):
pii |Πp´iq,λ, I,B,A DÝÑ Normalppii,Ippiiq´1q (3.26)
The inverse of the Fisher information matrix, Ippiiq´1, is also commonly known as the Cramér-
Rao lower bound, which gives the minimal covariance of the maximum likelihood estimate.
The Bernstein-von Mises Theorem provides a Bayesian interpretation of the Cramér-Rao
lower bound in Theorem 3.1. While this is still a best case analysis, conditioning on the other
parameters is more justified asymptotically as the parameter estimates converge toward their
true values with an increasing amount of data. This result is useful for characterizing how
well one may do in inferring the mixed-membership parameters given the amount of network
data available. Practically, this informs researchers on how much data to collect in order to
meet a certain desired estimation performance.
3.4.3 Parameter Estimation Performance Characterization
This section characterizes the performance of the estimation procedure described above, on
networks simulated over a range of reasonable and realistic values on the key model parameters.
Overall, the proposed procedure with clever parameter initialization performs adequately
across a reasonable range of parameter settings. This demonstrates empirically the parameter
identifiability of the HMMB. In challenging settings where the community structure is no
longer distinct due to strong between-community interactions or highly mixed memberships,
the procedure’s performance drops off gracefully and remains adequate, highlighting the
strength of inference with HMMB for networks with highly overlapping communities.
The estimation procedure is evaluated across the four main network features as they are
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varied by sweeping through the corresponding model parameters. As described in Section 3.3
and summarized in Figure 3.1, the HMMB represents a diverse range of networks by varying
these four features: 1.) strength of between-community interactions governed by the block
matrix B, 2.) level of mixed-memberships governed by the mixed-membership pseudocount
matrix X, 3.) number of high degree nodes governed by the Power-Law exponent α, and 4.)
network density governed by the sparsity parameter s. Figure 3.3 provides visualization of
network samples across these features. Nodes are sized by their degrees and colored by their
mixed-memberships to four communities each color-coded by red, green, blue, and black (e.g.
a dark purple node has membership in the red, blue, and black communities). Figure 3.3a
shows the baseline setting with moderate levels of between-community interaction and mixed-
memberships, a small fraction of high degree nodes, and medium network density. Like many
real-world networks, although there is significant overlap between the communities, each of
the four communities still has a distinct structure observable in its own cluster of interactions.
Figure 3.3b shows a network sample with strong between-community interactions. Due to
the large number of interactions between the communities, each community no longer has a
distinct structure and the network looks closer to one big cluster of interactions. Similarly,
Figure 3.3c shows a network sample that has very little distinct community structure due
to a high level of mixed-memberships, which can be seen in the mixed-colors of most nodes.
Figure 3.3d shows a network sample with low network density (i.e. sparse) where each node
interacts with much fewer nodes. For brevity, a visualization with more high degree nodes is
skipped here, because it looks just like the baseline case with more high degree nodes.
A typical result of the Bayesian estimation procedure is the posterior interval that
covers p% of the posterior distribution. A desirable posterior interval captures the true
value of the parameter p% of the time in the narrowest interval possible. Therefore, the
common performance evaluation criteria are their frequentist coverage properties over repeated
experiments, specifically truth coverage probability by the posterior interval and the interval
width (Gelman et al., 2014). For each network setting, the results in this section are reported
in these two measures of performance averaged over 25 independent simulations where a new
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(a) Baseline (b) Strong between-community interactions
(c) Highly mixed memberships (d) Sparse
Figure 3.3: Networks layouts with varying levels of between-community interactions, mixed-
memberships, and sparsity. The node color represents the mixed-memberships to four communities
color-coded in red, green, blue, and black. Larger nodes are those with higher degrees (i.e. more
interactions)
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Table 3.1: Truth coverage of the 90% posterior interval and the interval width in parentheses
Estimation strategy
Network
setting
Parameter
of interest
MCMC with full
init strategy
MCMC with
parameter init
without fixing
block diag
MCMC with no
init strategy
MCEM with full
init strategy
Baseline
network
Π 83.0% (0.089) 69.4% (0.098) 57.7% (0.171) 82.3% (0.082)
λ 85.9% (0.046) 92.4% (0.095) 51.5% (0.148) -
B 70.7% (0.049) 67.0% (0.026) 62.3% (0.007) -
Strong
between-
community
interactions
Π 78.4% (0.102) 71.0% (0.112) 61.1% (0.148) 74.8% (0.095)
λ 84.0% (0.043) 91.5% (0.095) 42.7% (0.118) -
B 74.0% (0.066) 66.7% (0.056) 64.7% (0.013) -
network is drawn each time. The parameter estimates of interest are the mixed-memberships,
Π, the node degrees (i.e. individual activity levels), λ, and the block matrix (i.e. strength of
community interaction), B. For brevity, results are reported as the average over all the nodes
and communities. As discussed in Section 3.4.1.1, there exists a arbitrary scaling between
the diagonal of the block matrix and the node degree parameters, which is dealt with by
rescaling them to match the truth before evaluation. Because the block matrix diagonal is
scaled according to the truth, it is not included in the evaluation.
The first result is shown in Table 3.1, a comparison between variants of the proposed
estimation procedure, on the baseline network setting and a more challenging setting with
strong between-community interactions. The variants include the MCMC procedure described
in Section 3.4.1.2 with no initialization strategy, partial initialization strategy (without fixing
the block matrix diagonal), and full initialization strategy as described in Section 3.4.1.1.
The MCEM procedure described in Section 3.4.1.3 is also included as a comparison against
the MCMC procedure. The baseline network setting, with a sample visualization in Figure
3.3a, has 256 nodes, four communities, 20% density (i.e. s “ 0.2), a Power-Law exponent
(α) of 2.9, a time span of 100 units, a block matrix with moderate between-community
interaction, B “
„ 2.3 0.07 0 0
0.3 2 0 0
0 0 2.5 0.4
0 0.3 0 3

, a pseudocount matrix with moderate mixed-memberships,
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X “
„ 5 0.1 0.1 1
0.1 5 1 0.1
0.1 0.1 2 0.5
0.1 1 0.3 3

, with each node belonging to one of the four lifestyles (i.e. the four rows
in X) with equal probability, φ “ r0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25s. The model parameter values under
this baseline setting are picked to be reasonable for real-world networks. The more challenging
setting with strong between-community interactions has the same parameter values as the
baseline setting, except the block matrix now has off-diagonal entries three times as large. A
sample network under this setting is visualized in Figure 3.3b.
The first three columns of results in Table 3.1 show that the full initialization strategy
described in Section 3.4.1.1 improves the estimation performance, evident in the better truth
coverage and generally narrower interval. The clever parameter initialization started the
MCMC in a more feasible region of the large parameter space, increasing the likelihood of
converging upon the true posterior mode. Fixing the block matrix diagonal to a precomputed
value effectively addressed the identifiability issue from the arbitrary scale between the block
matrix diagonal and the node degrees. The only exception appears to be the coverage for λ
under partial initialization strategy, which is a few percentage points better than the coverage
under full initialization. However, this is at the expense of doubling the posterior interval
width. Without fixing the block matrix diagonal, the MCMC visits a wider range of values
for λ due to the arbitrary scale, resulting in a wide posterior interval that more likely covers
the truth. This does not make the posterior interval for λ better under partial initialization.
Comparing the first and the last columns in the result shows that the MCEM procedure
performs roughly on par with the MCMC procedure, with slightly lower coverage and narrower
intervals. This is not surprising due to the more greedy nature of the MCEM procedure in
maximizing the posterior probability in updating λ and B. As a result, MCEM does not
render posterior distributions on λ and B, which is why the results on those parameters is
left blank under MCEM. Under the baseline setting, the MCMC and the MCEM procedures
found the posterior mode in roughly the same number of iterations (100 and 97 iterations
on average), so there does not seem to be a gain in the speed of convergence for MCEM.
Note that in both procedures, more iterations are needed after reaching the posterior mode
for the samples to mix well enough to capture the posterior distribution, while the number
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of iterations to reach posterior mode simply gives an indication on the convergence speed.
Under the more challenging setting with strong between-community interactions, MCMC
took on average 22% more iterations to reach the posterior mode than MCEM (168 and
138 iterations), so in more challenging settings, the MCEM procedure seems to converge
faster than the MCMC procedure, although the difference may not justify sacrificing the nice
property of capturing the full posterior distribution.
As the MCMC procedure with full initialization strategy provides the best performance
and posterior intervals on all the parameters, it will be the default estimation procedure for
the remaining results going forward. Focusing on the first column of the result shows that
the 90% posterior interval slightly under-covers the true Π and λ by a few percentage points
in the baseline setting. This is caused by fixing the block matrix diagonal to pre-computed
values which have some errors from the true values. This is a small price to pay for getting
around the arbitrary scale between the block matrix diagonal and λ. Coverage on B is worse
but reasonable, again, due to the error on the fixed diagonal. In the more challenging setting
under strong between-community interactions, the coverage on Π and λ drop slightly. This
shows that the estimation procedure functions reasonably well even when the community
structure is no longer coherent (see Figure 3.3b), highlighting the strength of modeling and
inference under HMMB for highly overlapping communities. Moreover, the mixed-membership
estimates nearly achieve the precision of the theoretical lower bound derived in Section 3.4.2.
The Cramér-Rao bound for the baseline setting here gives a lower bound on the posterior
interval to have on average a minimum width of 0.075 whereas the estimated posterior
interval has an average width of 0.089. For the setting with strong between-community
interactions, the Cramér-Rao bound gives on average a minimum posterior width of 0.095,
and the estimated posterior interval a width of 0.102. The closeness in reaching the bound
indicates the estimation procedure is fairly efficient statistically. In reality, this bound may
not be reached by any unbiased estimator, because it is derived conditional on all other
parameters (see Theorem 3.1) so the uncertainties of the other parameters are not accounted
for, making this bound a best-case analysis.
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(a) Truth coverage
(b) Posterior interval width
Figure 3.4: Estimation performance with varying strength of between-community interactions.
Having established that the MCMC procedure with full initialization performs reasonably
well under the baseline setting, we now evaluate its performance as the four main features of
the HMMB are varied. Figure 3.4 shows the estimation performance as the scale of the block
matrix off-diagonal entries varies from 0.25 to five. This scale corresponds to the strength of
between-community interactions, with a scale of one being the baseline setting in Table 3.1
and Figure 3.3a, and a scale of three being the challenging setting in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3b.
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As the scale increases, estimation becomes more challenging as the network loses more and
more of its community structure and eventually becomes one big cluster of interactions.
Estimation is particularly difficult in this setting, because without a coherent community
structure in the interactions, it is difficult for an estimator to recover the communities and
each node’s memberships to them. There can be many ways to explain the observed network,
making the posterior distribution multi-modal. However, the estimation performance drops
off gracefully as seen in Figure 3.4a, with reasonable truth coverage even with very strong
between-community interactions. This highlights the strength of modeling and inference under
HMMB for highly overlapping communities. The posterior interval widths for Π and λ also
increase gracefully as shown in Figure 3.4b. The node degree posterior interval becomes more
narrow due to more total interactions overall. It is worth noting that the mixed-membership
interval width stays slightly above the Cramér-Rao lower bound and eventually falls below
the bound at scale “ 4. This is likely due to biased mixed-membership estimates as the
community structure loses coherence. In statistical inference, more bias in the estimates often
leads to a reduction in variance, known as the bias-variance trade-off (Blitzstein and Hwang,
2014). The Cramér-Rao lower bound rises with increasingly strong between-community
interactions. This is due to a decrease in the Fisher information content of the interactions
because they can be explained through multiple communities. This matches the theoretical
result in Equation (3.24) and the intuition discussed below it.
Going onto the next network feature, Figure 3.5 shows the estimation performance as the
scale of the pseudocount matrix (X) off-diagonal entries varies from 0.25 to 3. This scale
corresponds to the level of mixed-memberships, with a scale of one being the baseline setting
shown in Figure 3.3a, and a scale of three being the highly mixed memberships setting shown
in Figure 3.3c. The results here are very similar to the previous case on varying the strength of
between-community interactions. As the scale increases, estimation becomes more challenging
and the Fisher information content decreases, for all the same reasons as the previous case.
Again, the estimation performance drops off gracefully and the mixed-membership interval
width tracks the Cramér-Rao lower bound nicely, indicating the estimation procedure to be
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(a) Truth coverage
(b) Posterior interval width
Figure 3.5: Estimation performance with varying level of mixed-memberships.
statistically efficient.
The next network feature to be varied is the number of high degree nodes. Figure 3.6
shows the estimation performance as the negative Power-Law exponent (´α) varies from ´3
to ´2, which is the range of values observed in real-world networks (Clauset et al., 2009).
Less negative exponent leads to a higher number of high degree nodes, as the Power-Law
distribution decays more slowly. Truth coverage remains steady and the posterior interval
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(a) Truth coverage
(b) Posterior interval width
Figure 3.6: Estimation performance with varying number of high-degree nodes.
widths decrease gradually. Again, the mixed-membership interval width tracks the Cramér-
Rao lower bound nicely, indicating statistical efficiency. The decreasing Cramér-Rao lower
bound matches the theoretical result in Equation (3.24) which indicates that an increase of
high degree nodes leads to higher Fisher information content.
The last network feature to be varied is the network density. Figure 3.7 shows the
estimation performance as the network density (i.e. the sparsity parameter s) varies from
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(a) Truth coverage
(b) Posterior interval width
Figure 3.7: Estimation performance with varying network density (i.e. sparsity).
0.05 to 0.3. A visualization of a sparse network with s “ 0.05 is shown in Figure 3.3d. Truth
coverage remains steady and the posterior interval widths decrease with increasing network
density. Higher density increases the total number of interacting edges, making estimation
easier with higher Fisher information content as shown in Equation (3.24). Accordingly, the
mixed-membership interval width gets closer to the decreasing Cramér-Rao lower bound with
higher network density.
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Overall, the proposed MCMC procedure with full initialization strategy is able to perform
adequately across the ranges of reasonable network settings.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a rich hybrid network model, the hybrid mixed-membership blockmodels
(HMMB), that incorporates several key characteristics of realistic networks: community-
based interactions with mixed-membership, varying node degree, and sparsity. The proposed
Bayesian inference procedure is shown to perform adequately in estimating and identifying
the model parameters as the main network features are varied under simulation, even in
the presence of significant community overlaps. These parameter estimates reveal the key
individual and network attributes that should be conditioned on for the Bayesian imputation
of missing network potential outcomes, in accordance with Theorem 1.3. In practice, these
parameter estimates are included as covariates of the network potential outcome models as a
critical part of the causal framework proposed in this thesis.
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